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PREFACE

One. of the general objeCtives.of-the Educational Dissemination Systems

Support Progam-(EDSSP) is,to establish efficient means for analyzing, monitor-
o

ing., and communicating the' status, 'needs, and accomplishments of dissemination

performers. PreviOus EDSSP reports have described various aspects of,educa-

lional dissemination including: synthesis of key studies (Emrick and Peterson,.

4-
1978), analyses of dissemination and linking roles (Butler and Paisley, 1978;

4

Hood and Cates, 1978; Cates, 1978), cost analyseS of services (Paisly, 'Black-

,

welly Emrick, Rittenhouse and Cooper, 1978), and descriptions of specific pro-

.grams and organizational arrangements (Adams, 1978; Blackwell and Hood, 1978;

Hood,, 1978; Lott6 and Clark, 1978; Paul, 1978; ROge'rs, 1978).

Ln this and' two compariion-publications, we addresS the feasibility Of de7

.veloping, on a nationwide basis,a 'syStem of statistical indicators. of,educa-
,

tional knowledge production outPutCdissemiliationsthictures, and knowledge

utilization settings and outco es, along with their contextual indicators.

ThiS repdrt desCribes the conce tual framework and briefly summarizes some

empirical work.
I

EDSSP work on indicators may. be traced to interest in examining statewide

inter-organizational arrangements (Paul, 1978). If a,few states were selected
, ) .

for intensive case study;, which states would be most representative? How could

states be typed? 'Was there any objective basisrfor,typing, states?. Exploratory

work (Hood and Blackwell, 1979) demonstrAed.that one could produce ,useful

-,
. M, .

typologies based on either (a) statistical indicators of educational knowledge

production andissemination capacity or (b) contextual demographic, economic,
ti

and educational data. State-level indicator data could be aggregated to produce

regional indicator dita. In a companion EDSSPstudy'of issues'concerning'equity
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.

f access to information by various,groups,'Paisley, Cirksena, and Butler. (1979')
.

-a complished-the-more-difficult-feat-of-disaggregating educatienal 'knowledge

tn icator data down to local-levels.

As we prepared these two'exploratery.stUdies for publication, it became

appa ent'that much of the cbnceptual framework an which these studies were

base \was "in our'heods." ,,Some kind of an.expiicit description was needed.

What os a brief outline of our conceptual apprOach has- become this small

monographthaf.atfempts to develop. a comprehensive taxonomy.
.

.

Yellowing an introduction and overview of the framework, each of four in-,

dicators\areas (production outputs, dissemination structures, utilization, and

.contexts
\

are discussed first in terms of major d-imensions that may prove use7

fu) in a conceptual mapping of the indicator domain, andthen'in terms of im-

plic:ation
,

of this dimensional mapping for the selection or development of in-

dicators. \The four sections are uneven in length. The discussion of knowledge
!

1 ,

' ,

bake outputindicators is icing because -several of the dimensions are relatively
.4

.

novel,.bUt have significant implications for analysis of the knowledge base.
r. ' 1.

, . ,
-

.1.he\section on.disseminationstructures and functions)is terse since it is pos-....,
. /

,Sible to reference severarrelevant publications. The section on knowledge ..

\.

utilization is quite long. ',In this section we. ummarize ancLcritique.several.
' I

1 1,

lines;
,

of inqulry'tha tend to employ different conceptualizations Of knOwledge
, .

uilizatien. After-outlining major dimensibnal categories that encompass these
I

lines\of inquiry, we describe and critiqtle available methodological.approaches
.

I.
.

to the1 development of .utilization.indicators and then discuss tte current situ-

ation. The section on contextual indicators provides.albrief descriptions of

various' types of contextual indicators and their possible ses. This. is fol-

lowed by a short section SuMmarizing the exploratory data ,analyses reported by

Hood andand Blackwell'(.1979) and Paisley, Cirksena, and Bbtler (1979). A conclud-

ing secqon reviews the conceptual framework and commentst'on its potential uses.



INTRODUCTION .

The Educational Disedlination Systems Support Program (EDSSP) has three

geheral objectives: 1) to establish an.efficient means fo'r analyzing, moni-

toring, and communicatipg:the status,. needs, and accomplishments of educational

dissemination, performers; 2) to increase the quality of and access to knowledge

pertaining to the educational dissemination and utilization (D&U) process; and

3) to establish a !'participatory" capacity for organiiing and conducting special

studies contributing.to the improvement of eduCational dissemination as'a re-

gional and nationwide effort.

With respect to objective 1, EDSSP staff completed an analysis of signifi-.

cant recent or current efforts to define.the status, needs and acomplishments

of educatidnal dissemination performers and has published two reports, one fo-

sing specifically-on purlbses and methods employed by current N1E-sponsored
f.

activities and the second describing results of recent .studies and current de -'

scriptions:

' Blackwell, L.R. and Hood, f>70. Program.Intelligence,ActiVities in
EducationalsKnowledge Utilization: Comparison bf Sensing, Feed-
forward, Monitoring and Evaluation-Concepts in Five NIE- Sponsored
Programs, (Far West Laboratory, June 1978).

0

Hood, P.D. Statewide Educational Dissemination Capacity: A Revier
of Recent Literature and Current Information, (Tar West Labora-.
tory; August 1978),

Our analysis indicated that there are many on-going efforts to describe or

evaluate various aspects of educational. D&U. However, the great majority of

these efforts tend to focus on specific agencies (e.g.; State Education Agencies),

functions (e.g., information retrieval and'dfstribution) or programs. (e-.g., the

National_Diffusion Network, or the R&D Utilization Program). We can discern Yi

the beginning of more comprehensive coverage as evidenced in the "base-linen
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,

studN:of 'Elie R&D Exchange (see for example, An Overview of State Dissemination.

Activities, R&D EXchange, May 1978) or the reCently-initiated. "A Study of Dissem-.
s

ination Efforts Supporting:School Improvement" (sponsored by USOE. and-conducted

by .the NETWORK of-Andover, MA). But there is nothing approachinga truly.cOm-

t:prehensive (i.e., multi-agency, multi-function, multi-program), nationwide picture

of educational dissemination.

A second charaeristic of much of the existing information is that it is

primarily "qualitative" (e.g., descriptions of Programt, actjvities, persons).
1

In only a few cases can we find "quantitatiy'd" information that has been Collect-

ed 'with sufficient care that there 'is atrustworthy basis for projectin4 to .en-

tire populations.* In an effort to deal with the lack of a nationwide picture

and the paucity of qufantitatiVgdata,EDSSPstaffbeganto build a quantitative

data base for the 50 states (and.DC) and_to conduct exploratOry studies of how

this data base cou -ld be used to describe educational D&U status. This report

destribes the conceptual framework that guides the'deVelopment of the data base.

No:related Tepbrts (Hood and Blackwell, 1979; Paisley, Cirksena, and Butler,

1979) present results of eXploratory.data analyses.

. * These exceptions tend to be either dated or of limited scope. Brickell (n.d..)
completed a survey of research, development, demonstration, disseMination, and
evaluation projects. and personnel- but it was confined to State Education Agen-

-' cies and conducted in1969-70. Emrick, Petersoniand Agarwala-ROgus (1977) pro-
vide a comprehensive description- t;he National Diffusion, Network, 1974-1976.
'Clark and Guba '(1977) and Lotto and Clark (1978) provide a.,recent study of the
=role of schobls, colleges, and departffientS of educatiori:(SCDEs) in XPU,Ahat
premits projection to the majority of SCDEs. The NIE-sponsored American Registry
of ReSearch Organizations in Education (Bureau of-Social Science. Research, in
preparation) will provide very limited,informatin on amount and percentage of
funding and numbers of personnel engaged in "dissemination" in more than 2,500
Organizations

.



0 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 4ND APPROACH

The notion of "social indicators" (Bauer, 1966; Sheldon and Moore, 1968;

Gross, 1969; Van Dusen, 1974) playS an important role in the approach that we

haVeetiken. Social indicators are measures of status or.of changes in status

of aspects of.society,* In the field of education there are several examples

of the use of indicators, e.g., to assess educational outcomes (Cobern, et al.,

1973), to assist- in .institutional accreditafiOn (Gingras, 1975; Walters, 1977),
-\

to augment "accountability" program assessment (Clemmer,:et al., 1974; Grady,

1974), Or to measuregeneral educational status and trends (Ferris, 1969; ETSi

1976)./ Generally*, educational indicators have dealt with student enrollment

demography (e.g.,age, race,sex", grade level, retention rates, abflitygrOuping

with achievement levels (e.g..- degrees earned, test results) or with staff demo-
.

,graphy,.institutional characteristics(e.g., size, programs facilities) or

fiscal data (e.g., levelSand tources.of funding, levels 'and of expendi-

tures). Althoug6 relatively few of the commonly available ,indicators have-a

direct bearingon educational knowledge production, dissemination or utilization,

some of' them (e.g., siand type of,staff, numberand type of institution,

level of funding) might.serve as "contextual".variables that would likely be-

related to educational knowledge production, dissemination,or. utilization.

Underlying our thinking about the use of.social indicators td measure

educational knowledgeproduction and utilization has been a model,of a func-

tional system of indicators consisting of four major- components:

011
0 .

* "A social indicator...may be defined to'be' fatistic of direct normative
interest which facilitates concise, copprehensive, and balanced judgments
about the conditions of major aspects of society." Toward 'a Sotial Report,
(DHEW -.GPO, 1969).



1) inditators of educational knowledge production outputs;*

21 inflicators of educational knowledge dissemination structures;

3) indicators of educational. knowledge utilization;

4) indicators of contextual factors that may be used to predict
or explain the patterning of the other types of indicators.

Production output indicators are concerned with estimates of the-type,

quantity, quality or other characteristics of quantifiable units of educational

\knowledge (e.g., docum6its) as related to their orgin (e.g., author or institu-
a.

4
ideally, these :indicators should reflect the extnt-ii101.*Vs

in which the educational knowledge production community organizes and trantforms

knowledge in all its forms. Currently available data pertain primarily to formal

documentary or.formal oral,forms" or theirederiyatives le.g , abstracts, citations,
a

#

proceedings).
f.

Dissemination structure indicators are concerned with the.characteristicsr

or capacity of structural or functional components of the educational Aissemina-

tion.syttem (e.g., number and type of information search services, number and".

type of linking agents).. In.general these ihdicators should display how educa-

tional dissemination resources - funds, people, products, services, and techno-

logy are;allocated across educational sectors and geographic areas.

Utilization indicators should provide information regarding request and

usage rates, adoptions, impact, benefits, etc., by geographic or educatiodal
4

sectors for types of institutional and individual Consumers of educational know-
,

ledge, products and services. Currently there are very few satisfactory utiliza7

tion indicators, available bn a nationwide basis, that can be qsed to inform us

regarding the various facets of knowledge utilization or its impacts.

* Note-that we have excluded concerns with how knowledge is created, that is,
with the structure and processes of knailedge production.

1,1
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Contextual indicators provide infoEmation concerning distribution across.

geographic areastqf changing composition and trends of aggregative data that
.

refTeCtthe dem6graphic, organizational, social, political, economic,.and edu-
,

cational environments for educational knowqedge production, dissemination.and

utilization. Contextual indicators can reflect conditions or forces that may

serve to supply, suPport, cOnstrain or otherwise-influence the production, dis-

temination Or tonsumption of educattoriaf knowledge. Ifer

Relationship among types of indicators. Because of the sometimes highly

local connections of production, dissemination, .aid utilization (e.g., within

an' immediate primary group or within one.organization), it should not be surpris-

ing to find strong correlations between some types of production, dissemination

and`u ization indicators, especially thote that may be based on counts of

units'T entities. However, there is also strong reason to suspect that con-
.

textual factors(,e.g., population density, per capita wealth) might constitute

common underlying' factorsthat may-account for much of the observed correlation

between productiqa and dissemination indicatOrs or between dissemination and

utilization indicators when'aggregated by region or state. For example, one

. might expect that more populqus states or regions would display higher counts of

publications, higher numbers of 'information starch services, and higher numbers

of organizational and individual requests for information searches than would

.less populous'states or regions. It is also,easily conceivable .that relatively

wealthier states and regions could afford to fund more knowledge production (e.g.,

research studies, innovative practices), support more extensive and expensive

dissemination services, and crate educational consumer environments with the

organizational slack"and_incentives fostering less parochial forms of knowledge
o

consumption. Hence contextual indicators need to be considered when examining

aggregate data.
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AlthougWan extreme simplification, we.may conceiveof the four sets of

indiCators-as being related. as depicted in Figure 1.

The genei'al conceptual. fralewOrkdepicted.in Figdre 1provides a basis for

"going beyond simple description /o an analysis of relationships among indicators
.,_

. V
within sets, and between indjdators in different sets. In our exploratory anal-

. .

yses, we depended.on, -ajimited Set of indicators that could be easily located or
:,, .

constructed from exiiting sources. However, a more systematic eii,t.detai

a- -

framework is required for identifying indicators, if only.:4to reveal the.limita-
,-

e

tions andfliases of the more accessible indicators or, Woefully, to point to

significant gaps where special efforts may be required to develop a more compre-

hensive set of indicators.-

4,..

In the following sections we 'first define see.terms and then we Oxamine

A -4k
in detail sets of dimensions that may prove useful in classifying or-Ymaping'N

indicators relattng to 1) the knowledge base, 2) the formal dissemination

structure, 3) the icnOwledge utilization area, and 4) context variables..

44E.,

The%Concept of Knowledge and Its Relation to-Tndicators of Educational Knowledge*-

One of the attractive aspects of the term "educational knowledge prOduction

and utilization" is that it is suob an all encompassing concept. But this-alSo

imse40Severe problems if we are.to select-or 11Pi ' indicators of educationalknowl-

edge production, dissemination, or utilizat' To some degree we run the risk

of limiting our ideas to those that are fa iliar or conventional and opr indiOa-

tors to those that are conveniently accessible. Consequently, before describing

the construction-of dissemination or utilization indicators, we need to digreS4

to outline some ways of conceptualiziingthe body of educational knowledge produc-
,-

tion. We begin by ptesenting some simple definitions and will then proceed to,
0

examination of several analytic dimensions.

* Portions of this section are developed more completely in Hood (December 1978)
and Hood and Cates (1978).

it 13
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FIGURE 1.

A SIMPLE CAUSAL MOREL OF RELATIONSHIPS AMONG5E1S OF
/.

Production

. .Output
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Data are coded symbols`, signs or numerical indicataN: or. the urf5rocessed

'stimuli that are "raw" data./ Information is data thathas been subjected to

some form of processing ('e.g., recoding, sunmarization, collation). Intelligence

consists of information that has been communicated to others, usuall$jZith an

atcompanyint interpretation or evaluation of meaning or Ortinerice. -Technology
%

transforms information and produces products, proeesses or programs that can

still be'regarded as information-bearing. Knowledge (in its broad sense) re-

fei.s to the total body of-data,,informatid-n, intelligence, and technology and

to their organizing structures and principles, (i.e., the sum'of all that iS
0

. ,

known). Knowledge production and utilization (KPU), as a field of study, is

concerned with an examination of the processes of knowledge production, dissem- //

* /
ination, and utilfiation, and the factors that account for the character and.

,

timing-of
1

those processes, and with developing strategies and tgctics that foster
.. /

appropriate, timely, and effective
*
utilization. Knowledge transfer is sometimes

.

,

used as a completely synonomous term with knowledge utilization, but in Other
i

uses,is confined to the communicatIpn/dissemination/diffusion phases of the KPU

proceSs (thus excluding,procluctionland sometimes the incorporation and adaptation

phases of the utilization process).

Educational KPU overlaps with:information science and the field of com-

munication studies, that have,,i5n:turn drawn on a broad range of physical,.

social, and behavioral sciences anetechnology. Consequently there is no dearth

of disciplinary orientations for viewing educationalKPU, but there is a distinct

possibility that vastly different perspectives may be taken by different investi-

gators depending on their professional, disciplinary, or problem orientations.

There is also a strong possibility that particular perspectives may tend to omit

or ignore aspects of KPU that are not central to the perspective.

1,5-
Y
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KNOwLpKNOWLEDGE BASE DIMENSIONS

dimensional Ana yt,is of the Ed atio 1 Knowled e Base

a pr 1 level, it our belief that a truly.comprehensive approactn

requir us",to examine the full
range

°f the educational knowledge base mapped

4ons. , These include;
A

against several facets or dimens.

r-i
o Libjed Mager Content

o ruct
- Form
- Level of formality

Formats .

4 Collections and system5

r.
ot,

Organization of "Knowledg-A Units
- Tangible/intangibi cvacter

- Independence(interactivity
- Separable/inseperaple paracter

- Audience orientation

Oasis 1.

- Disciplined inquiry
- Sponsorship

Skh a mapping is desirable if anly to gain some idea of

to include or where emphasis will be Placed.

Content

what one proposes

gSubject Matter Content: The
si ni fi cance of' this dimension is well know

to librarians and information specialistsS who are concerned with classification,

cataloguing, indexing, design of information sYtems:,

aniorgZ /

etc. The scope of the
-.:-

information. base, the way it d indexed, and the way users approach

it when searching for information or attempting to use it can bye profound in-
./ .

i

fluence on the-character and effect of information production, disseminhion,.. or

A benefits tat may be associated with any:.tyl4usage, is well as on the costs andy

of organized information activity. Because significant'portions of at least
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1
the formal documentary kriowledge'bases in eddcation are content classified; it

.

-
. r

is possible to'examine, at least grossly, the distributional propertidand
-7

effects ofubject matter content. This-can be done by cross classifying many

knowledge production indicators in terms of-their subject matter content.

Structure

Forms of knowledge. There are several very general forms in which know-

;ledge is presented or. communicated. These include: oral forms, document forms,

nondOcument forms and references (to other* forms).

Levels of formality. Etch of these forms are encountered at various levels

of formality ranging from highly formal to very informal.

Formats. In Figure 2 these last two dimensions have been crossed. Within

each cell of Figure 2'are found various common examples of formats in which

knowledge is stored or communicated. In g neral, the less formal the level,

the more difficult it is to obtain or to develop educational knoWedge base

indicators. Nearly all our easily obtainable indicators-are associate ith the

formal level. Research in Education (RIE) is perhaps one of the few nat onal

bases in education that provides some help in assessing the character and content

of semi-formal documents.

There are also major problems in identifying or developing indicators for

oral forms of knowledge. Only a very small portion of the most formal oral

forms (e.g., a professional meeting or a national conference) is documented

and, referenced in easily accessible formats (e.g., proceedings, meeting pro-

gram abstracts, convention programs).

_ Studies of communication modes for technical information indicate that

approximately 60 percent of the information used by individuals in their work

is obtained in the interpersonal mode, either face-to-face or by telephone.

17
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CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL FORM BY LEVEL 'OF FORMALIZATION
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'
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.
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listing of manuscripts
receives"

current Awareness'-
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.Subject Bibliography'
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SAM--
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conferences
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.
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-
,,..

.4.?..:;-
. -. iv.

421:4
.

,
.:C.

,

References, cited In _loured:
articles ',-books, reports,
theses' ''.,,

Catalogues, advertisements,
and publisbers! materials

Librarians . . '.

Confererme presentations
Advertisements in journals

.

INFORMAL

.

-

Conversations
Telephone, calls
Correspleence
Casualsnetings
Unplanned encoun-
term

-

9
Manuscript's, drafts, memos,
correspondence, notes,
outlines (docyment)
. .,..

. ,

.

Treatment outlines (I.m.),
scriptS, s y boards, mock
ups, -rende ings, flOW -

,--
chart4, prototypes', 1

sketeliesu.designs, sieeifi-
cations °

'''7,-

-

I.

)

Jeurn0 contents a library
book shelves

Personal report team files
Personal index files
Conversations

.

Correspondence
Requested document distri-

bution
Unrequestedsdocument diktri-
button

,

Symposia
Local meetings

18
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A,

Fogy percent,shows .up in written orm, of which25 percent is informal ( .g.,

correspondence, circulars, forms, photo'graphs) and only 15 percent is fbrmai

.

'(and therefore subject to bibliographic control). The Education Market Study,

(Hood and Blackwell; 1976; Hood, Mick, and Katter, 1976)-sugfiests-that the pro-
.

portional use, of oral and written and of formal and informal information does

vary with type of educational audience (e.g:, instructional staff, adsmin4tra-
.

tors,overnance IroUps),but that most of these differences are not ,very large.

The implication is that educational knowledge indicators .that.,are based oh

%
'items that are under bibliographic control, and this includes virtually all the

measures that are commonly available, can, at best, reflec only10 to 15 per-

cent of the technical, information that may be used in eeducational work. The

actual amount that is indexed and easily accessible is probablj, n t much More

than one or two percent. Most of what we ow ,about the educations knowledge

base tends to be highly biased on these t dimensions of form and formality.

For the present, there are few alternatives to working with available document-

oriented. systems (..gs, ERIC, Citation Indexes, Books,,in Print; product or program
. 1

A
cataTogues);,however, W2 must remain aware of-this severe form/formality bias.

The'small scale studies compiring oral and written or formal and, informal com-

munication content leave us with scant:hope-that the conclusiont we may draw;,

,

based on formal' documentary sou ces7'will be even broadly genOalizable to oral

.

forMs or less forMal document f ms.

,Collectis, &Systems. In Figure 2 the six upper rightAhand cells, have
t°

been heavily outlined. These cells tend to represent the tangi6le holdings of

various organized libraries and information services. Knowledge roductifi data

pertaining to.the quality, character, and distribution of knowl dge appearing'

in these formats are generally much easier to acquire or estimate.
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.

Most "local" knowledge bas the informal categories of thet,es also

, -= .
- .

tangible forms.. Because these Tocal bases are (to numerdus apd diverse in their'

character we tend to have relatively little useful' 'information-concerning them

. except in special cases, e.g., libraries, media centers, or eduCational data

systems. Even in these special cases most of the available data concerns the

' way these collections are organized, staffed, and funded. Other than for gross

data on size and type of library holdings, there is virtually no data on infor::

mal categ9ries of information.

Organization

t A
,

In the previous section we-focused on how knowledge tenWto be structured

byjormi formality, format, and in terms ofcollectiOns, services .and systems.

. In a strict sense,4 data; information:onOwledge'is,contained or conveyed with-
.

..... in these formats. After we identify and obtalh or gain access iothe format
'....

iteQ, we stiarmust locate the data or information we pay be seeking. -Typically

several sources and usually more than d e. type of source is uses:L. Libraries,
,,...)

media centers, and information systems all strive. to organize :7qheir-Mldings
..,., . :-

to facilitate efficient storage and retrieval. However, in this section we are .

cue
!.

concerned With. how the knowledge.itself is organized 6r-' "packaged" for use, not

with how-th6341-mats are organized for storage or retrieval:
.4

,..
At a molar-level there seem to be three or foiir somelat int&related

1
, ,

dimensions arong which we can grossly sort or classify knowledge in terms of

its organization.* These are:

Degree of tangfbility - intangibility
'Degree:of independence - interactivity
Separability - inseparability
Audience orientation

* There are many other conceptions of the organization of knowledge that relate
to epistemology, the sociology of knowledge, rhetoric and logic,*perception
and learning, effective communication, propaganda and persuasion, etc. These
may or may not-be relatedto specific examples of the organized types of knowl-
edge (i.e., products,)rograms, practices) that are discussed in this section.



Guba (1968) outlined fdur sets of assuiptions which need to be determined

in'terms of dissemination pOl.icy.' .0ne of these wap "Assumptions Concerning the
t

substance of the- product, program, or knowledge toibe disseminated." Hood

1976). examined various fa ets of this assumption in a paper titled "Analytic

Summary of Consideratjons Affecting Dissemination." Hood noted that the content
-

,

'of educationkl, knowledge needed to be conceptualized in ter of several dimen--1

sions.. One of the Most poWerful of these is a complex dimens'on indexing the

degree of tangibilit i independence, and separability of the'"unit" to be dis-

seminated : He noted ghat, educational products (e.g., textbooks;ieducational

4\.ilms)_are highly tan i61 and may be isolated and chosen for use as relatively

,independent entities On the other hand knowledge per se (e.g., thought, ideas,

tacit knowledge), is i Tangible, and usually highly interactive with other know-
,

4.edg,-i.e. facts and ideas usually find their meaning and utility only in the

context of, other knowle ge. It is sometimes hard to separate a piece of blow-
.

ledge from its context. Educational programs and practices tend to occupy an
. 40V

intermediate position be ween highly tangible produdps. and intangible idea's.

Some programs.and practices are well defined and documented in terms of.text-
.

tooks4. teachers' g ides, program management aids, and'other instructional ma-

terials or documentation. However, virtually all programs have some inherent-
/

ly intangible elements, and some programs and practices (e.g., team teaching,

peer tutoring) are primaipily intangible. When their essential characterlis

not easily communicated, they. may behighly susceptible to misinterpretation;

attempts-at replication may vary widely. Dissemination and utilization of the

latter is qualitatively different from dissemination or utilization of a t6ct-

bOok:

The Characteristics of independence and interaction are similarly impor-

tant. It is rare that a particular program will work everywhere. A program

21
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that could be highly successful in one context may have an extremely UnfavOr-,

able prognosis in another. o,the extent that programs are highlyi;interactive:

they pose special problems for evaluattan, for distributor and consumer choice

among alternativeS, and for achieving effeCtive implementation.

`Audience-orientation.. This facet of knoWledge organization tends to become

increasingly relevant when,knowledge is more. highly organized (e.g%,.products,

programs,Iledge syntheses, information systems). And to a significant

extent it is a derivativeof the interactive character of these more organized

forms of knoWledge. If these organized forms do not work equally well every:-

where,ethis implies that there are.manychoices in terms of how knowledge'is,

organized' and ommunicated (e.g., regarding types of users; settings and condi-

tionsisdegree f effort the user `'must exert to acquire, understand, evaluate,
r.

use,'etc.). F r instance, an infvmati8n analysis product may be research-
_ .

oriented or practiceoriented; if prattice,briented it may be detigned especiati,

for administrators, for content specialists; for teachers of. for the lay public6

Depending on how the knowledge is organized the "difficulty" or ;cost" (to ob-

tain, understand, evaluate, apply, etc.) may be relatively high or lbw; this

level ['toy Notch or mismatch the users'. capacity or difficulty/cost threshold or

ceiling.. (Items .can be too- hard; they can also be too y.)*

Basis
1.1

R&D basis. Educational knowledge camte classified by content, structure,

and organization Another dimension that tends to be especially important to

the educational R&D community and that May or may not be of importance ta the

* From the user's point of view there is'a complementary concept of user signi-
ficance, i.e., how these more organized farms of knowledge are perceived and
everted by users. Rogers (1962), Havelock (1969), Rogers & Shoemaker (1971),
Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek (1973), Glaser (1973), Sikorski & Hutchins (1974),
offer a variety of dimensions that relate the attributes of innovations to
user 'significance.

"
22
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educational practice community relates to the extent that knowledge, in its

'various organized forms and formattcis based on disciplined inquiry. Some pro-

dycts, pro rams,VS,knowledge are the results of a high degree of disciplined

inquiry (i.e., the outcomes of rigorous research, development or evaluation

processes); c heis may be only remotely based on or poorly verified: by disci-

, -.
The vast mass of educational products, practices, and lessplined inquiry.

tangible forMi of knOwledge tends to have only "remote association with any form

,..

of disciplined inquiry, despite in many cases-having survived the test of time..

0"' Cross- classification of organization and R&D 'basis. Figure 3 presents a

three dimensional depiction. For the moment we shallconfine our attention to

the front face where we have conjoined the two dimensions of organization and

of R&D basis, and have arbitrarily mapped out nine regions.* Beginning at,the

tog left we find the tangible products of R&D.. Progressing to the right, the

R&D products shade into R &D based or validated programs. As these programs be-

come increasingly intangible, they shade into "synthestzed" e.g.,practice-

oriented) research based knowledge (e4.., regarding practice and theory) and

411r.
then finally into highly intangible, ibstract,And:generalized or, fragmented

R&D-based knowledge.

As we proceed across the next row we encounter the same forms of ,organi,

N %

zation; however the "validity" of knowledge at this, second level is based far

lesS on the R&D (disciplined Anquiry).process and far more on pragmatism.

Successful product are usually those that are marketable, profitable, and

able to win!and maintain-consumer acceptance. Pro ising practices may be pre-'

ly.practioner innovations that'have neither an R&D basis, nor evaldation data

to prove their claims, but that are judged to be rthy or promising by comp Art

* This-section appeared i
Crandall (1977).

Hood (1976) and hat been reprinted in DAG (1977) .and

23



FIGURE 3

A CONCEPTUAL MAPPING OF EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS, PROGRAMS, PRACTICES, AND KNOWLEDGE
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.e
eddcators. Consensual knowledge is

.
nof produced by disciplined inquiry or,schO-

larship, but. it is accepted q(s. valid and reliable by the consensus of those whO
%

.must rely on it. 4,

''-*ItiNte 'Cast row we encounter avast grey area of relat4vely unvalidated

o .

/
products, practices, and knowledge. Their "validity" depends primarily on the

P

/

,
.

111
prevalence,of their use and on their utility for specific users. Credibility

and utility are the operating criteria .that separate thp usefml from the useless.
,

'7;1 Sponsorhip. The third dimension im Figure 3 refers to the source of soon/-

sorship or funding that produced the krlowledge4ir that supports the dissemination

of various formsof knowledge. From a Federal (or a State) government perspe tive,

the question of the degree of government funding (all to none) may be a non-.

trivial issue. For 'instance, only federally supported products are describ d

in the two-volume Catalogue of NIE Educational Products, only federally pori-

_

ed (and JDRP-approved) programs appear in Educational Programs' That Work/ Only

these federally spontored programs are eligible for dissemination through the-
_

National.Diffusion Network. 'Nonfederally funded.in rmation does appear in

Research in Education, but federally funded R&D project rePorts.are far more

likely to be accessed by RIE than reports of, nonfederally funded projects..

Federal funding is thus something more than simply an issue of whether finan-

cial resources are provided to produce knowledge, ,it also may affect the method

and extent to which the knowledge may be documented, referenced, and dissemi-

nated. Although less pervasive, state education agency sponsorship sometimes

operates fn s miler ways in the selective filtering of knowledge that the SEA

communicates (Elwell and Dwyer; 1979).

Sponsorship of knowledge by other types of agencies(e.g., nonprofit faun"-

datiOns, commercial firms) also may significantly'affect visibility, access, and

dissemination of more organized forms of,knowledge (e.g., foundation sponsored

programs, commercially promoted products-or services).

25



In general, sponsorship interacts with.degree ofknowlidge organization.
, .

Investments are required to bring knowledge to more organized forms,(e.g., pro-.

ducts or:transportable programs and practices). These invesiment are justi-

fled if these forms of knbwledge are sufficiently utilized. Hence production

of more organized forms of knowledge tehds to become linked with organized,forms

of dissemination. Beeause<of proprietary interests, this sponsorship tends to

be highly segmented, e,g., between government, foundations, and commertial.sec

.tors, or among various government or commercial SubsedtlatS.*

Implications for Development of Education Knowledge-Base Indicators

In the previous section we have described four major dimensions and sev-.

eral subdimensions) that can be used to map the educational knowledge base.

These were: content, structure, organization, and basis. These dimensions

can be used to define the scope and nature of our knowledge indicators and to

alert Us to biases that may exist.

Content. We noted that knowledge-is often classified by'Saject matter

content, and that it is therefore poSsible to examine at least those parts of

the base, that have been classified or indexed in terms of the estimated absolute

or relative amount and.kind of knowledge in various major content areas.**

There are andmber of technical problems that make this kind of effort quite

*:Less. organized forMS:of knowledge (e.g., results of fundamental research,
applied researCh or evaluation studies) tend to be segmented more powerful-
ly by content (as.reflected .by disciplinary orientation, by-,sub-field of
the educational or related field, or by problem area) than by type of spon-
sorship (e.g, governmentalvs. non-governmentA.

** Hood (1973) in'a exploratory: investigation of t bject matter content
Of the domain of R&D training resources, Aemonst ed"that content area
counts fOr RIE, book titleS,.and instructional ma erials, were correlated
(r s .6).and that rough estimates of quantities could be made for one form,
-given the content estimates for Aer forms. 'Paisley, Cirksena, and Butler

. ..

(1979) demonstrate how subject 'Matter content can be cross classified by
. special audience orientation to investigate information equity issues.

. .

, .

2
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1TYficult, e.g.., use of different types of ,indexing systems, 'inablity to estab-

lish torrespondencer among terms in different indexing.systemsObsence of index

terms that deal with areas,of-specific interest, costs.of''estimating content

coverage for nonclassified or inappropriatedly classified collections: The

current EDSSP indicators analyses have only briefly explored subject matter

content due to these technical difficulties, later analyses should examine how

well these findings, based on the entire subject content area, fit smaller sub-

ject matter partitions of various knowledge collections.

Structure. We.noted that the formats in which knowledge appears ca vary

.by form (oral,document, nondocument, references) and by level of formality

(formal,-semi-formal, informal).. (See Figure 2.) The structure of .he knowledge.

. base is significantly related to our ability to develop.satisfactory indicators.

Generally., only the formal revel of .knowledge,comes under adequate b4bilographic
4 .

control and is therefore available for analysis even if special efforts are made

to conduct the analysis.* Consequently we knoW very little 'about most oral forms

or informal levels of knowledge. We know only slightly more about semi-formal
7 .

,

levels of documentary forms, largely through.the fact that RIE accesses a modest
.

.

(but unknown and probably relatively small) portion of this type of documenta-

tion. Formal leVels of nondocument materials (e.gt, textbooks, audio-visual
. , .

....-. ,
,t,

aids) are accessible, but usually are less conveniently or adequatelyrer&-enced
.

..
.

than document forms. In geAral, the major portion of our information about .!".4.
-:...

....

..

the educational knowledge base is derived from collections of formal level docu-'-

mentsor instructional materials that are referenced by national information

reference systems (e.g.; RIE, CIJE, NICEM,* Education Index, Reader's Guide To

Periodic Literature, Psychological Abstracts, Dissertation Abstracts,,Current
P

r.

* National Information Center for educational Media, University of Southern ,

California,



Contents, Books in Print, etc.). This fact may mean that there are severe

biases in our conception of the total knowledge base, since these well refer-

enced, formal.sources constitute no more than a few percent of the total volume

of educational knowledge.

Organization, Basis and Sponsorship. Figure 3 reminds us that there are

additional diMensions that may severelyattenuate or bias our concept of the edu-

cational knowledge base. First we tend to treat more highly organized forms ofit

knowledge(e.g., product's or grams) in ways that are conceptually and practi-

cally very differAt from less organizeeforms. (This point will be discussed
... ,

further when we consider knowledge utilization indicators.) Second, we tend to

place much greater emphasis on knowledge that has a more-substantial R&D basis

(usually by assuming that R&D-based "wledge is more trustworthy). Finally, .

y'sponsorship may the importate that attached to, or the availability

of data concerning the more organized forms of knowledge. Less organized forms

of knowledge tend .to be-associated with the communities (e.g., scholarly disci-

plines, sub-fields of the education profession, or groups of practioners dealing

) .with similar problems) that tend to produce and use those forms of knowledge.

.Because more organized forms requiraddttional investments to achieve higher-

levels of organization, sponsorship may become an important factor that influen-
,

ces not only the production of knowledge, but its documentation, accession by

abstracting and indexing systems, and its promotion and distribution to consumers.

Organization, basis, sponsorship, and sObjecttlatter content may all affect

the composition of various collections or the scope of reference sources upon

which -our indicators are based. Our current indicators tend to'be focused

primarily on subject matter,:content fri curriculum and instruction (including

teaching and learning) at elementary and secondary levels, on governmentally

sponsored R&D based knowledgor commercially produced products, and pertains



almost exclusively to formal levels of documents or materials. If this is true,

what portion of the tote education knowledge base are we covering ?. How, 'far

cane generalize?
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DISSEMINATION STRUCTURE DIMENSIONS

c

Dimensional Analysisof Educational Dissemination Structures and FunCtions

EduCation knowledge, in it various, formats, is comm nicated through.

large variety.of edia'and channels. The sobrces and chann is that_educational-

information'users-employ will be'discussed in a subsequent section:.: on utiliza-

tion. In this sectionwe are concerned with- the more formal structures and

Arrangements that have been deliberately created to facilitate communication

or to provide access to knowledge. Fortunately, there are severalWrtinent

studies that have dealt directly with frameworks for analysis of this area.

These studies suggest that there may be as Many as ten dimensions that need to

be considered in mapping the d4racter of educational dissemination structures

and functions.

Butler and Paisley (1475) have provided a general taxonomy for mapping

A

educational dissemination structures in terms of six dimensions:

1. Level (of sponsorship of services)
National-
Regional
State
Local

2. Base (institutional base or setting)
Government, Centralized
Government, Decentralized
Professional Association
University
Private, Non profit
Private, For profit
Consortium

3. Services Provided*
Information
- Retrieval Services
- Publication Services

* Butler and Paisley (1975) identify 24 specific services within the four
major service categories listed here.

V
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Instructional. Materials (media services) --,

Human Services 4guidance, referral, consulting, technical r/r
42assistance, etc._) .

e '-Continuing Education 1
J

Focus of Services
General
Subject Specific
Product. Specific

-Audience Specific

5. Client Interface
Print
Media
Human

6. .Source of Initiative (for undertaking services).
Client -(demand services)

lirStaff-(scheduled services)

/ . The Butler and Pais]ey'taxonomy was used to classify more than forty'link-

14 age models. Then Katter and Hull 0970 employed these dimensions in an intensive\'

field survey of 53 information service sites throughout the,,pnited States. To

guide sampling, the fourth and fifth Butler-Paisley dimensions (Focus of. Service,
.4 41-

Clientinterface) were-combined.to form a new dimension:

4111.

Main Orientatioh
Audience-(client)oriented
SerVice-oriented
Collection-oriented
Product-or ented

Mai: toorientatio and Service area (national; state, regional, or local)

were chosen as the two primary dimensiods to select representative services.

(The actual sampleAf 53 sites displayed significant variation along all six

of the Butler-Paisley dimensions.) Because the Katter and Hull survey focused,'

on educational information services defined as consisting of some form of educa-

tion information-collection(s) with a conduit or means of outside access (i.e.,

beyond the organization Dousing the service), types-of educational dissemination

structures Where a collection of some sort is not a significant feature (e.g.,

teacher centers, school study cuncils, inservice training consortia) were

n 31
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excluded. Despite-this "collection bias," the Katter and Hull study results

provide a corroboratilre_demonstration_of the _generalLva4ue-of-the Butler-Raisley

-

taxonomy. The followingconclusions from the Katter Oid Hull-survey areillus-
,

trative:

.
The activities represented by these information service
sitee:did not display a,-few well standardized work-role
patterns,-but rather showed considerable diversity. The
kinds of materialt, artifacts, functions, and activities
considered_bY these .siteS to be educational .resources were

-.-btlitergus-___ Many sites performed a large proportion of all
service activities,but the activity mixes were.unique..

There are important and consistent deferences among collec-
tions that sery different functions, and neither leadership
nor planningan policy factor'S can be safely generalized
across.differen types.

There are clearly distinguishable operating service orienta-
tions among sites; these have 'important ramifications for:
maintaining the overall basis for satisfying educationt
information user needs:..'

-The pattern of service.request channels is different for
. printnonprint, and machine- readable collections.

Distihetiohs can be drawn betWeen the different goal-
oriented Viewpoints that provide the initial impetus to
the development of a collection, i.e.; collection-oriented,
audience-Oriented, high -level decision, or program.

Four other types of measures are dealt with either directly or indirectly

in Butler and Paisley (1975; 1978), Katter aind Hull (1976), and Paisley, Black-

well, Emrick", Rittenhouse and Cooper (1978.). These are:

7. Inputs
Funding
Staffing
Knowledge resources
Technology resources
,0ther resources (e.g., in-kind
with sponsors or clients)

8. Structures (missions, structures,
Organizational arrangements
Information proeessing/servicestructures
Communication structures
Other structures

contribytions, special relationships

functions, SOPs, etc.



4 .

Outputi (to clients)
Direct outputs

o_Indirect_outputs4e,g., client outcomes

26

t.

k
10. Contexts

Intraorganizational
o Interorganizational

Environmental (technical, social, political economic, .

cultural, historical);

For our present analytical purposes, these ten dimensions may be sufficient

to categorize educational disseminationseriices. However, theee is alrea,dy a

substantial body of descriptive literature that 00:Ants-toward need for greater

refinement-of the human category of the Client Interkace dimension (# 5 above),

particularly in terms of the roles and functions of educational linking agents

(Havelock, 1968; Sieber, Louis, and Metzger, 1972; Piele, 1975; Crandall, 1977;

Culbertson, 1977; Lieberman, 1977; Moore, 1977; Butler and Paisley, 1978; Hood,

and Cates, 1978; Emrick.and.Peterson, 1978;,Louis and Sieber, 1979). After -

. reviewing these references,- Cates (.1978) identified and discussed.t2 structural

factors that appear to influence linking agent functiOns. These are:

the linking Writ's .position within ayproject or program;

the modal or:generic role performed by the linking agent;

the stage of the dissemination 'process in which the linking
agent and clients are. engaged;

the location of the linking agent in relatidh to the client`
system - external versus internal);

the time (full-time versus part-time) the linking agent can
devote to the_job (also the time the linking agent can afford
to spend with each client); a,

the experience (training and relevant work experience)-of the',
linking agent;

the maturity of the dissemination project;.

the maturity of 'the client;

the scope, character, and maturity of the resource/support
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the context within which the linking process occurs;

the roles and functions of significant others engaged in dissemina-
tion or educational improvement; and

the type and degree of differentiation among content domains
(e.g.., technical- skill- s-, cognitive skills, personal attributes).

We doubt that as many as 12 structural factors may be needed to establish,--

-ata practical level, the most important differences in linking agent: functions;

however, we do expec t that further differentiation in the Client-Interface
-

Dimension (#5 above) will prove useful.

:cr*

ImplItations for Development of Educational Dissemination Structural Indicators.

The federal government, has collected and reported statistics on public

libraries and academic libraries for nearly 110 years, and for school librar-

ies and media centers for nearly half that time. From the mid 1960's to the

mid 1970's, the NatiOnal Center for Educational Statistics (N ES) conducted

separate. surveys for elementary and secondary school 1ibrariet, college and

university libraries,,and public libraries. The Lib ary General Information

Survey (LIBGIS) was initiated in EX 1974. The series of LIBGIS surveys have

included public libraries, public school libraries/media centers,,college and

university libraries, federal, state, and special libraries in federal and

state governments and in commerce and industry. Data in these surveys included

information on print and nonprint materials, expenditures, staffing, physical

facilities, service activities, and hours of service.

Although the NCES data on libraries and media centers is extensive and is

available for st to and local levels (i.e., library systems in institutions of

higher education; blic libraries serving communities of 25,000 or more) these

types of collections, represent only part of the diverse set of educational

informativi centers and services that exists. Butler andTaisley (1975), the

NIE"Databook (1976) and Katter and Hull (1976) provide sources of information



0
. ,

concerning the types, general numbers, collections, faktions; clients, pro-'"?
. ..,

ducts and services,
d.

staffing and organization of
4

a variety -of nonlibrary irreor-

mation centers and services. tipalitatively, we know a great deal about the

general types of educational information centers and set*ices. But current, ,._

Ji
,,.....,

comprehensive, nationwide surverdata does not exist for,:.nonlibrary collections
,..

or systems. Consequently we kno most about the more traditional, collection-
:

oriented, archival systems and lest about the newer, client-oriented centers

and services.*
as.

a

f4

* Some libraries have moved significantly toward.a greater client and service
_orientation, but our data systems tend to be blind tiencoviding any kind 00
information that could'be used to indicate these trends.
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KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION DIMENSIONS

Dimensional Analysis of the.Educational Knowledge Utilization. Area

Analysis of the educational knowledge utilization area tends to ..be diffi-

cult for two reasons. First, it is an area that has not received much close

examination until the last decade. Second, there are several different fields

of inquiry that have tended to develop distinctly different perspectives on

educational knowledge utilization.- In terms of organized conceptual and metho-

dological approaches that are accompanied by empirical data, the four most pro-

minant fields of inquiry are:

1. Commynication and knowledge utilization by educational researchers.

.2.- Communication and knowledge utilization by educational
practitioners, administrative, and. governance groups.

Planned change or problem_ solving.

4. Marketing/adoption Of products /programs.

Each of these fields tends to view the 'educational knowledge base quite

differently. In terms of the kinds of knowledge depicted in Figure 3, page 17,

the first knowledge utilization field listed above, communication and use by

educational researchers, is concerned primarily with just the upper right hand

section of Figure 3, labeled "Research-Based Knowledge." The second know-..

ledge utilization field, communication and use by practitioners and others, is

in fatt, concerned with the entire knowledge base, i.e., all of Figure 3. The

planned change or problem-solvNg field may also encompass the entirety of Fig-

ure 3, but it tends to focus primarily on the middle column of Fi%! 3,

i.e., on validated programs, promising practices and general practice. The

fourth field, marketing./adoption of products or programs, tends to focus

primarily on the upper left hand quadrant. of Figure 3, i.e., on R&D Products,



the More successful non-R&D products, and on the more tangibleJtypes of vali-

dated programs or promising practices.

These fieldi,of-inquiry also differ in their view of the social unit that

is considered as the "user." The first two focus primarily on individuals,

either researchers or others, who search for, acquire, and apply knowledge to

meet their own needs, or who pass the knowledge along "as is" or transformed in

some way to others. The last two fields of inquiry may also focus on indivi-

duals, Ht. more likely they will focus on groups or organizationst'or their .!

representatives. However, there is one profound difference between these last

two in the data therprovide about "users." The planned change or problem-solving

perspective usually focuses on a specific. er (individual, group or organization);

while the marketing/adoption perspective i almost always concerned with aggre-

gate data concerning classes of users rather'than with specific users.

Because of these differences in focus 6 -differeni aspects oflhe educa-

tional kngWledge base and in conception-bf the "usereach field has developed:,

its own cqncerit:ions-and data regfrding knowledge utilization. /These are summari7_
7 .

zed briefly belOyi. The communication and utilization studies of researchers and

of practitioners\arT described more completely in Appendices A and B..

.Commdnication and knowledge utilization by. educational researchers. This

field. of study derives its concepts and methodologies from a substantial. body

of research on scientific communication and from studies of information needs,

and use in areas such as science, engineering and psychology. Studies in educa-

tiontion have focused almost exclusively on active researchers (not deyelopment,

dissemination or evalpation personnel) who publish or attend national meetings.

Substantial data exist .that describe the formal and informal search for, use,

and exchange of information in connection with the various stages of a research

project, presentation at ndtTonal meetings, and publication in professional
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jqurnals. In general, the image that emerges is that the scientific communica-

tion system in educational research does not differ greatly from other disci-.

but-tkatit-does-seem-to-invotve much-more random information exchange,

less frequent informal communication among researchers in the same research

area, longer delays in reporting. and 'referencing reports, greater dispersion

in-journal focus; and less evidence of search for previous research results

_dud ng.projeot planning phases. The. image'of utilization-is closely associated

with the stages of a research project. (See Appendix A.,)

Communication and knowled e utilization b ractitioners administrative
,

42dgovernance'groups. This field of study has derived its concepts and metho-

dologies from user needs studiesin library and information science. BeCause

practitioners' and others' needs for ,ipformation are often not associoted.with
,

anything 'as well defined as "projects" and may never result in formal presenta-
.,,

tionS or publications, many of the methods used to study communication and knoW.

ledgeutilization among educational researchers cannot be used. Typically, one

of two study approaches is employed. Clients or subscribers of specific ser-

vices are studied, or, alternately, random sample's of defined user groups are

studied. The two types of studies tend to produce markedly different findings

that may be characterized Most succinctly as findings concerning "users" and

"non - users,"

The seneral image that emerges from over a dozen major surveys is 'that

practitioners and other educational information users require relatively small

amounts of information froma large, highly diverse body of information. Most

users haVe seriously restdOcte tinie.for gathering and using the information.

,Moreover, the organizati and cultural systems provide them with

few rewards for,highiy cyst tic *iirch and.use;'hence motivation forseeking

'and.use is often loW. Generally, the local, easily accessible', and typically

38



personal sources are used in preference to more 'distant, inaccessible or formal 1

sources. 'Within a general pattern of use of different sources,.there are signi-

ficantdifferences according to the individual's position or roTe. However,,

individualsmith manifestly different work,activitie, requiring different

.

tiOeS,of.Information, and.with.markedlydifferent'preferences for types:of

infOi-MaiiOn sources, display remarkable similarities in the.reasonS they give.

for their preferences for different sources. .Regardless of the source.prefer-

'red, most areT2ikely to turn. to this source because.it is 1) likely to have the
/

wanted inforination, 2) near at hand or accessible,3) responsive to the indivi-

dual ,s problem or question; 4) easy to use, and 5) usually available when needed:

Among different user'positions there are significant differences in need

for information for,different purposes, thus confirming the obvious assumption

.194 that different types of users (e.g., teachers, administrators, school boafd

members) would have different purposes fOr seeking information. Factor analy-

sis indicates that there are perhaps as many as eight very general 'clusters

of purposes for seeking educational information. These are 1) to improve

one's own work by keeping aware of what others are doing, 2) to identify new

sources of assistance or new competencies, 3) to evaluate or make specific

decisions about educational practices or products, t4) to make or set educa-

tonal policy, 5) to find answers, support decisions, or develop alternatives,

6) to support scholarship (e.g., to gain theoretical information or to prepare

formal reports), 7) to teach and maintain instructional competence, and 8) to

Provide information to others. Several of these clusters 'of purposes for seek-
,

ing informption touch on educational improvement, but fran a variety of direc-

tions.

Despite significant differences among, practitioners and others in their

need :for information for different purposes, a strong general pattern tends to

39
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characterize most user groups: Overall, the-purpose which shows the greatest

need for

)

i formation is keeping aware of developments and activities' in educa-

ngrtiontt -tecOhd-most.fmporiant-need-is-for information -to find. specific answers

to questionsAn.telation.tO the individual's own work: Identifying new sources

of assistance for improving one's own work and developing alternative approaches

to solving. problems are also high needs.
,

Aside from general information about.'10equency of use of different sources

or user's ratings of importance of information for different Ourpotes,'there

is relatiyely little information concerning actual use or benefit.: When

.speclfic 'servicesare traced for benefit or impact the:resultt.are sometime's'

diffute. 'In one classical.eyaluatioh.Of an information service approXimatelY

60 percent of a group of over 600 clients could identify no specific use.and few

other benefits derived from the-service. 'However, when one focuses on critical'

incidents of information use involving,anY source, rather thari:one specific

source or service, a,decidely different picture emerges, 'For instance, one

nationwide sirvey of many different types of information users indicates that

virtually all those interviewed mere heavily engaged in responding to requests

for information and. spent substantial amounts of their time responding to such

requests.. Thisstudysuggests that the information requester may not be, and

most Probably is not, the ultimate end user..

further confoundingthe issue of impadt assessment especially' when it it
M

confined tosperific sources or services, are two facts. First, most:practi-

tion tend to, search more than one source when seeking information that they

really 4,,and;
4

.itin complex applications, often report that several types or
""7

I sour es of inforMation were ipfluential or applicable to the use they report.

SeqUeiktlY association of a ;4cific source with a specific use/benefit is

difficult: Second, users tend to/employ different types of sources fordifferent
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purposes. Hence studies that'focus on users of specific types of services

may derive highly biased impressions of the impact of knowledge utilization.

For example, users who prepare classroom materials and are alert to new ideas,

sources or methods tend to make greater use of information centers, libraries,

text and reference books, journals, abstracts and indexes. In short, these

types of users tend to use the types ofknowledge (base).formats that come

under bibliographic control and that are most easily indexed by existing know-

ledge base.or formel dissemination systemindicators. By contrast, those who

seek information to set policy or support' diFisions tend to use face-to-fade

communication, the telephone or correspondence in preference to more formal
;AN:o

sourceS'y Since the use of these informal media is rarely studied in education,

it is easy to miss many policy appl4cations.

The image of knowledge utilization by practitioners is thus a fuzzy one.

Knowledge is used for very many different purposes. Most of the information

is locally baSed and informal in character. When indiViduals do search beyondN.

"personal and_local sources for information they really need, they tend to use

more than one source. Aside from instructional staff, who do tend to use libra-

ries and bibliographic sources,,most individuals rely heavily on information

that is proyided by others. Hence, if there ever was a formal source, it may

be several steps removed from the ultimate user of the information. Multiple

purposes, multiple sources, and the chain of human intermediaries confound

efforts to gauge knowledge impact. But perhaps the most profound problem lies

in our limited conceptions of knowledge utilization. Most knowledge utilization

in education is not clearly associated with "problem solving" or "decision Mak-

ing" or si_planned change," except perhaps at the microscopic level of day-to-day

work actiVitteS. Much knowledge is.used to keep aware of developments and ac-

tivitiet-An education, to find answers to specific questions arising in relation
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to work, to locate information to provide to.others, and to identify new ideas,

methods, or. procedures; "Coping" and "improvement" are major themes in the

reasons that practitioners give for seeking information, but the effect of knowl-

edge utilization tends to be so multi-faceted, spbtle and incremental, tnt much

of its impact and benefit is often missed or ignored.

However, when we move to the "macro" level of knowledge utilization, and

especially when we deal with more organized forms of knowledge and its utilization

we encounter decidely more structured images. -these are descilbed in the follow-
.

ing.sections.

be planned change and problem-solving perspective. In the field of

cation this perspective has been popularized by Havelock (1969)Vunder the

Problem Solver (PS) perspective. In this perspective, the user initiates

process of change by identifying an area of concern or by sensing a need

edu-

label

the

for.

change. Once the problem area is identified, the user may attempt to alter the

situation either by him/herself or by seeking outside assistance. Lewin (1952)

identified three major stages: Unfreezing, Moving, and Freezing. Each major

stage involves a sequence of activities, e.g., the moving stage involves the

formation of an actioikidea, including "reconnaisance" of goals and-Means, this

leads to the formulation of a general plan, and then a sequence of action steps,

each involving examination of results and making decisions concerning subsequent

steps.

Fifteen years after Lewinms'formutation, Miles and Lake (1967) described a

strategy for-planning self renewal in schools that involved the following ex-

plicit stages: 1) clarify expectations about program, 2) collect information,

3)- formulate goals, 4a) problem sensing, 4b) dilenosing, 4c) set changrarget

and objectives, 4d) locate or invent solutions; 4e) weigh cost and gain,

-4f) decide on alternatives 4g) plan toimplement, 5) carry out plans,

'
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6) institutionalize the self-renewal.proCess, 7) phase out external assistance,

8) assess continuing activity, 9) feedback to partiCipants, and 10) disseminate

to others. Havelock (1969, p. 1.0-56) compares- the planned. change phases that

have been identified by ten authors There are substantial Similarities with

some important differences. The Miles And.Lake formulation appears to be one

of the most comprehensiveti.n scope and in the detail of its articulation.

HavelOck (1969),Sashkin, et al. (1973) Glaser, et al. (1976), Zaltman,
5

Florio, and Sikorski (1977), and Hood and Cates (1978) provide succinct summaries

of various planned, change and problem-solving models. Although there are many

differences among these models, they all tend'to reOresent specialized forms

of knowledge utilizatAh in which knowledge is employed in highly drganized ways,

and often with external technical assistance, to initiate, fadlitate; or sup-

port major problem-solving or planned change efforts in individuals, groups or

organizations. These efforts may range from Short-term attempts to deal with
,

specific problems to long-term efforts to change entire orgahizations or insti-
.

ti

futions. Because different social levels (e,g-,, individual.;Aroup, sub-unit,
9'

organization) may be the tarot of the ehange eff&t, and hecauSe'd4fferent

time frames and change strategies are employed,' there is a bewildering variety

of methods and models. 'However, all these-approaOhed share a common focus in
\

concentrating on the conditions, problems and needs of specific clients (indi-

viduals, groups or organizations). Both i'hternal and external sources of know-

ledge are 4loyed. Each model tends to view the'knowledge utilization process

in terms of a progressidn of utilization stages that may be idealized as lin-

ear,..but in practice are.found to occur simultaneously or overlapping one

another, often in differeht sequences from that prescribed by the idealized

model, and often in 'cyclical or nested patterns.
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Marketing/adoption of products .or programs. While the planned change and 9'

problem-solving perspectives focus primarily on specific clients and may employ

a wide variety of ,forms of knowledge, the marketing/adoption perspectives tend

to focus on a specific product, program or innovation, and tend to treat'poten-*

tial users of these organized forms of knowledge as classes or aggregates rather

than as specific clients.

Three conceptions,are commonly encountered. These are: 1) the Marketing

Model, 2) the Social Interaction Diffusion (SIDI. Model, and 3) the Concerns-

Based Adoption Model (CBAM). Utilization of educational prOducts and the more

tangible types of educational programs is often considered within a marketing

framework. However, as educational products become more complex, intangible,

and interactive, they shade into the second column depicted in F4b1Re 3 (p.17).

Here we encounter educational programs and practices that may or may not contain

products. Although a-marketing perspective may still be applied, the Social

Interaction Diffusion or the Concerns-Based Adoption Models are more frequently

employed. All three models tend to focus on a particular, externally developed

innovation or class of innovations (e.g., particular educational materials,

p ograms, processes or structural arrangements) and tend to be concerned with

individual decision makers. The Markeerng.and the Social. Interaction-Diffusion

Models focus primarily on aggregates of individual decision makers (e.g.,

market segments, potential adopters, early adopters); the CBAM perspective

also focuses on individuals, but within the context of adopting organizations.

Marketing Model. Utilization of tangible educational products is now

frequently considered within a marketing framework (e.g., Hood, 1970; Sikorski

and Hutchins, 1974; Kotler, Calder, Sternthan, and Tybout, 1977). Fundamental

to the marketing approach is the definition and analysis of the needs'of poten-

tial users as a basis for product development and dissemination. Application



of the'approach usually; but not always, assumes the existence of a sufficient-

ly large number of consume ;71 to justify a high initial development and distri-.

4
bution cost. On the basis of market research pertaining to'user behavior, ho-

mogc9rs (segmented) market's are..identified and specific products, price,

channel, and promotional strategids are developed to satisfy the needs of par-

ticular market segments. Product'utililation indicators may include measures of:
0

product awareness, disposition toward the product (e.g, attitude toward, inten-

tion to adopt), triil, adoption; implementation and initial use, and continuation

(e.g., brand.lOyalty, product switching). The use and interpretation of these

indicators are significantly conditioned by the product's life cycle, e.g.,

when a product is initially disseminatdd, the focus may be on measures of con-
,

sumer awareness, favorable dispositionintention to try the prodmct. In later

stages, rate of adoption andr;hare offthe market may become key indicators.

In some cases efforts may be made to measure user satisfaction or user percep-

tions of costs and benefits.

The social interaction diffusion.-(SID) perspective has its roots in anthropo-

logical studies of the diffusion of cultural traits andrin sociological studies

of the diffusion of innovations (Rogerst 1962; Robertson, 1971, Zaltman and

Brooker, 1971; Rogers and Shoemalo471971). In contrast to the product'slArketiO

' 4( \

perspective the SID pespective is markedly more sensitive to the coMplei' and

intricate set of human relationships, societ91 and organizational substruc-

tures, and communication processes i-nvolv d in the dissemination and early

utilization'phases. The various versions f the SID perspective tend to

identify a similar series of stages (Zaltman, Florio, and Sikorski, 1977).

The initial impetus for change in indiViduals comes from awareness, perception,

or taignition of a problem. A knowledge or information stage follows in which

there is deliberate search for or accidental,exposure to relevant information
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that helps to define the problem and relate, it to one or more potential

solutions. If enough interest is'generated, the individual seeks more infor-

mation that leads to comprehension.anefurther understanding 76f the-innovation

and to formation of attitudes, including a mental evaluation in terms of the

individual's own search criteria. If the innovation meets these criteria, at

least at a satisficing level, a trial stage may be entered in which the indivi-

dual actually tries to use the innovation on a prOvisional basis. Following
.

the trial, an adoption or rejection decision is made.* .(MiSsing in most of
.

these models, but evident 'in the CBAMperspective is attention to later stages
.,.

following the ddsision to adopt.) Although this description suggests a:I ear

series of seta' -.!Idescriptions of. actual individual behavior suggest that vari-
.11r-. =v

.
..,...!

.. .
.

-Ous'stages May,occar simul,taneously, in different sequences,And somgtmes with
,, ,i .-:;._ -_,. .,-- ---

-. ......:. :......

cyclical feedback and feedforward loops.

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model fCqAM) is a directoutgrowth, but signifi-
\

cant extension of the social interactiondiffUsion perspective. (Hall, et al.,

1973, 1974). CBAM explicitly considers: (a) \how various participants in the same

adoption activity may respond at various stages,\(b) identifies several stages

subsequent to the decision to adopt, (c) operationalizes the identification of

each utilization stage (levels of use) for individual users and (d) identifies.

the concomitant user concerns. The basic hypothesis of CBAM is that the

key to facilitating adoption of a change is guiding the client through various

stages of concerns that are associated with different levels of use. The'CBAM

recognizes eight "levels of use," that are defined as "distinct states that

represent observably different types of behavior and patterns of innovation use

* Later versi ns of the SID perspective include a dissonance reduction, confir-
mation, or resolution stage in which the user seeks information to confirm the
correctness of the decision.

16.
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as exhibited by individuals and groups. These levels characterize a user's

development in acquiring.new skills and varying use O' the innovation. Each

level encompasses.a range of behaviors, but,is a setoridentifiable

decision points. The levels of use and their demarking decision points are dis-
.

played in Figure 4.

_Associated with each level of use (LOU) in CBAM are seven categories that

serve, to identify more precisely the LOU the user,occupies in terms of:' 1) know-
.,

ledge the user possesses about the innovation, 2) information acquititiOn activity,

3) information sharing activity, 4) assessment activity, 5) planning 'activity,

6) status reporting actiyity, and 7) performance actions and activities in

operationalizing the innovation.

We note that the SID and CBAM conceptions are complementary. SID tends
, .

is,

to emphasize the diffusion processes and the utilization stages prior to the,

decision to adopt while CB ends to emphasize the implementatipnastagess

following the. decision to opt. Taken together tID and CBAM;nrOvi.de an

elaborate, empirically-based conception of how Mare complex educational inno-
r

vations are disseminated and used.

Implications for Educational Knowledge Utilization Indicators

In the previous,sectIons we have reviewed four major fields of inquiry

that have strongly influenced various conceptions of educational knowledge

utilization. Each field is prone to its own kind of bias. The studies of

communication and knowledge utilization by researchers are prone to focus pri-
,-

marily on R&D-based, formal levels of knowledge, tp emphasize the move formal,

discipline based communication systems, and to view utilization as occuring

within the context of an R &D project. Although it is obvious that this study

area covers only a very small portion of the total educational knowledge base
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FIGURE 4

CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL

1101ECISION POINTS LEVELS OF USE

0. NON-USE: State in which the user has
little or no knowledge of the in ovation
and no involvement.

A. Takes action to learn about the innovation.

I. ORIENTATION: The user has acquired or is
acAbiring information about the innovation
or has explored-or is exploring its-value.
orientation and its deniands upon user and
user system.

B. Makes a deciilon to use the innovation by establishing.a time to begin.

II. PREPARATION: The user is preparing to
first use the innovation,.

C. Begins.first use of the innovation.

III. MECHANICAL USE: User focuses most effort
on the short-term, day -to -day, use of the

innovation with little time for refleCtion.
Changes in use are made more to meet user
needs than client [beneficiary] needs. The
user is primarily engaged in a stepwise
attempt to master the tasks required to use
the innovation, often resulting in a dis-
jointed and superficial use.

Ol. A routine pattern is established.

IVa. ROUTINE: lite of the innovation is stabili-
zed. Few if any changes are being made in
ongoing use. Little preparation or thought
is given to improving innovation use or its
consequences.

02. Changes use of the innovation based on formal or informal evaluation in order to
increase client outcomes.

IVb. REFINEMENT: The user varies the use of the
innovation to increase the impact on clients
within immediate. sphere of influence. Vari-
ations are based on knowledge of both short-
and long-term consequences for clients.

E. Indicates changes in use of innovation based on input and coordination with what
colleagues are doing.

V. INTEGRATION: The user.is combining own
efforts to use the innovation with related
activities of colleagues to achieve a col-
lective impact on clients within the common/
sphere of influence.

F. Begins exploring alternatives or major modifications of the innovation presently
In use.

VI. RENEWAL: The user evaluates the quality of
use of the innovation; seeks major modifica-
tions.of or alternatives to present innova-
tions to achieve increased-impact on clients;
examines new development in the field and ex-
plores new,possiblities for self and tie
system.
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/and pos Ibly4514.even smaller portion of educational knowledge utilization con-

texts anb environments/ we suspect'that,the "R&D" conceptions of knowledge uti-

lization may dkercise/a subtle and.largely-unwarrantedugnpuence on our.Concep

tions'of educationat-practitioner'knowledge utilization. We think this/kind

of influence.may exist because these studies of communication and use in R&D

settings help tgdescribe, sometimes-in great detail, what research (and.perhaps

/development and evaluation) personnel do. It is then all to easy for researchers
. ..- : .

't',

to generalize either normatively or prescriptively, to educatIo al practitioners.*

)4

The educational marketing/adoption Studies involve edit' ent nd of

biaS. Unlike the R&D communication and utilization studies, these studies 6

/

42"

deal with practitioners .as "consumers" or "adopter,seiHowever, the roblemp
,

here is the narrow focus on only that part of theienowledge base that has been

"organized" in product or program form, and on practitioher utilization situa-

tions where a prodUct'or program is "the answer." The conceptual apparatus of
c'.'

the "communication-and adoption of innovations" literaturejoS become so powerful
4,-' I;. i.

that the four-part DAG defi .tion of dissemination include "choice" and "imple-

mentation" as the'two dissemin tion levels that should riatfrally follow "spread"

and "exchange" (DAG, 1977).

We consider the planned change and problem solving field of inquiry,s one

that is relatively much less biased in its conception of knowledge utilization,.
.i;

since this approach may embrace much of the entire educational knowledge base,

and because it tends to address many significant aspects of educational prac-

tice improvement. Unfortunately much of the literature in this field has tend-

ed to be prescriptive or, if descriptive, has tended to describe only.the mAor

* Paisley (1971) explains how confusion between research disciplines and prac-
titioner fields has led to the selection or design of inappropriate informa-
tion systems in education.
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events and conditions concerning knoWiedge search, processing, and application.

Details about exactly how all pertinent knowledge was acquired and used ar

usually lacking. One consequence is, that conceptions of the communication/

dissemination system are gften lilted and usually tend to emphasize the par-

ticular external or internal linkages that were established or facilitated by

the activities of the change agent or consultant.,

- The studies of information needs and use by educational practitioners can

serve as an important,complement to the.planned change and problem solving in

quiries, since the information needs studies have the potential capability of

,encompassing all of the educational knowledge base and all aspects:of educa-
.

tional knowledge utilization. The kisting studies in_this field of inquiry

provide'strong evidence that most educational knowledge:utilization is not

concerned with adoptions, planned change or major types of problemsolving.

Themajor defects most educational practioner information needs and use

studies are that they nearly always focus on individuals, and tend to cover a

'broad rangeof information' areas at relatively superficial levels. Currently

available data fail to provide details about exactly how inforMation is ac-
.

quired and used and do not provide-much information about the organizational,

group, social, or work contexts in which the information is used. Perhaps the
-,

,

most important direction that this particular field of inquiry could take would

be to,,,pursue in much greater detail the various major contexts and poses for

which knowledge is sought and used. For example, what is the role and impact

of knowledge in formulation and development of educational policy at any level

of education? What'are the sources and uses of knowledge in developing or im-

proving in-service training programs?

It should be obvious that all four.fields of inquiry can be complementary.

However, our major concern has been to point to .the dangers and biases of viewing



ing educational knowledge _utilization-from any one of these perspectives. ,)Ol
.

of them are -seriously incomplete in some way.

How can we dimensionilize the field of educational knowledge, utilizatio'n

if there is'no comprehensive conceptual framework? Review of the literature

indicates that a very large number of dimensions may prove useful, depending

on the focus or the level of detail ,of the analysis. The following discussion

will be organized around six major categories or dimensions:

Resource Type (knowledge input)

User Type

Puivose

Scale, Scope, and Complexity

StrategYactics; and Complexity

Method of

Resource type. Inthe previous sections on the dimensional analyses of

the knowledge base and of the dissemination system, we considered a number of

dimensiois that.may,have-a relatively direct.beaing on utilization, e:g.,

level of formality, format, type or of of knowledge,

(products, programs, ideas), type ofAnformatiOn service interface (print,

human). The characteristics of how knowledge is organized and how it is-

communJcated need to be considered ina.conceptual "mapping" of educational

knowledge ,utilization. In the immediately preceeding sections we have suggested

some ways in .which various fields of inquiry tend to emphasize or ignore differ-

ent types of knowledge and different types of dissemination systems. When con-

ce6tions of education knowledge utilization are thus constrained or limited,

they obviously can tell us only part of the total educational knowledge utiliza
.

tion story. We need to know what and how well different areas are covered;

conversely, we need to know where we have little or no information.
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User types. We also need td. differentiate

Previous research has amply demonstrated that th
P

users of, educational knowledge that may profoun

formation, the methods they employ in search

'

among dif re
sr

nt'types of use,ers.-
.

.

sere 'fnpn.Y differences ariigkg
_ .

141ct their needs

r-inforOation he sources

they commonly rely on, the types of uSes.t.fleY make ofthe knowledge they4bb-

tain, and so on. Organizational,Aallati9211, and personal factOts may be irr

The type of organization (e.gm-state education.agen'cy, R&D center,portan

intermediate unit, local school), its location-, and the information' environment
. .

Of the organization are usualbyimPortani. Situational factors may include: the

position and role of the user (indiVidual or group), the general nature of the'.

work performed, the work setting, the rewatircontrol systems, the 'supervisory,

peer, and aide informatip
:u communes .11Pd the character and proximity or

4,,,, -!

--,

accessibility of informati'
,..,:

s.' 'petsonal factors may include the

. '

isciPlige or profession of the user, level of training, experience with use of

-information or other knowledge sources, status, stage of career, capabilities,

work s'Wlesi information search and use styles, personality, and role in information

transmission networks (e.g., gatekeeper, liaison, receiver, isolate). Depending

on the level of detail of analysis some, perhaps'most, of these user typing

variables may be important. Type of organization, type and level: of position

111 ways be:(or group or organizationaT unit)4, and type of task will 'nea

important factors that significantly affect .knowledge.vtiliz,

Purlost. Organizational,.situational,.and personal facttors all tend to in-

fluence the spedific Purposes.or uses to which knowledge Is'applied. However,

because this complex dimension is Jo powetful in predicting or explaining know-

ledge 'utilization behavior, we single it out for special cOnsideration'. On pp 32-.

33 and in Appendix A and B we have presented some evidence of the generaleffect

of purposes on thejieed for or use of information. General functional areas
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e.g., policy making, governance, administration, instruction, research and eval-

uation) and their 'various functiOnal subareas tend to be the first or most'powerful

subdimension'for brganizing.porposes. These functionalareas.areiroughly). crossed

by general types of information use Stages or phases (e.g., maintaining current

awareness, rowsing, developing background or' orientation, comprehensive, or

selective searck, retrieval of specific data, facts, ideas; etc.) and by types

of outputs (e.g.,. informing others by alerting, answering, referring, teaching,

advising; responding, reacting, or reporting to others; prdnklting or opposing'

ideas, positions, proposals or projects by proposing, defending, reinforcing,

detracting; development of analyses,-plans, procedures, guidelines, instructions,

appraisals, etc). This complex of functional areas, use phases and outputs

tend to characterize or define the infoftation use task or activity. Assoc.iated.

with these information use tasks or activitiei'are specific requirements; re-
.

lating to information needs or information outputs,-such as: urgency of.the

requirement, scope and level detail, specificity, relevance, accuracy, compre-

hensiveness, currentness, reliability, authority orscredibility of the source,

difficulty level or intelligibility, "entitleent,"* character, trustworthiness

or proven capability of human resources.

Scale, Scope, and Complexity. This area relates to the scale of effort

and the scope and.complexity of action or impact that may be involved. We

have previously noted that most knowledge_ utilization the field of educa-

tion seems to be associated with the day-to-day work activities of individuals,

but that substagtial aMounts,of the information that is acquired by one person

may be passed on in some form-to others. Even when we examine the planned

change or problem solving literatUre in the field education, we discover that

* See Butler and Paisley (1978, pages 31 and 32).
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hods _of-inquiry-concerning-knowledge-utilization.

thuch a set of dimensions for conceptualizing knOtledge utilization as it

asset of diMensions for considering the methods or approaches for obtaining in-
-%

formation about educational. knowledge utilization.

DiSciplinarylparadigms. 'We have previously discUssed the character of

several of: the dominantields of inquiry regarding educational knowledge uti=

. lizatibn. Lurking behind these fields of inquiry are several more fundamental

aspects of inquiry. Perhaps most basic. are the various dfsciplinary orfenta-
.

tions that investigators may employ (e.g., human factors, social-psychological,

- industrial-organiZational, sociological, political. science, information science

Each of these discIplines is generally characterized by a dominant paradigm

that strongly influences the choice of units of analysis and variables considered,

and the-assumptions that, are made about the role of work setting, tasks, indi-
,

viduals,. groups, organizations and environments. For example; the human factors
. . .

-inliestfgator generally selects the information processing task as the unit of

analysis and may select measures,of,performanceefficiency as the dependent
.

variable. Asocial,psychologist will generally select groups or individuals

in groups as,the. unit of analysis, 'and may focus. on attitudes; perceptions,

behavior,,OrCognitive-test scores as dependent variables.' The:industrial-

organizational scientist will tend to use indivAluals as the unit of analysis
.

and will tend. to select communication or information use behavior other per-
.

e

forma9ce measures as dependent variabYes. Sociologists may -use groups or organi-
f

:, i,zations as the--unitloof analysis,-and may employ either individual variables aggre-

gated to group or organizational levels, such as.information source use'rates or

prOportton of adopters, r they ray employ group-level or organizational-level

variables h as measures of group heterogeneity or cohesion or structural change

in an organi on, as de endent variables. Each disciplinary paradigm also tends

fo



to ignore some aspects that may be considered of substantial importance to-

other paradigms. For example, the sociological paradigm is to ignore indi-
-

vidual differences that may be considered to be of great importance to the

social psychological or industrial-organizational paradigms. Information pro-

cessing,task characteristics are highly important in the human factors and

information sciences paradigms, but may be largely ignored in social psychologi-

cal and sociological paradigms. Because theseltparadigms strongly influence the

nature of theory, the choice of variables, the methods of sampling and measure-

ment, and the units and methods of analysis, they act ae, powerful pereptual

and conceptual filters by limiting how we perceive and interpret knowledge

utilization processes and by reinforcing the particular research or action per-

spectives that are employed.

Conclusion-oriented vs. decision-oriented inquiry. Disiciplinary paradigms

ar'e associated primarily with conclusion-oriented disciplined inquiry (Cronbach;

and Suppes, 1969) .or with- what may be labelled as basic research orlOndameAal

research. Cronbach and Suppes have introduced the concept of decision-oriented

"disciplined" inquiry, to cover a range of more applied forms of inquiry including

4applied research, operations research, market research, and evaluation. Much-,

of the empirical work on educational knowledge utilization is derived from these

decision - oriented forms of inquiry, rather than from highly disciplined forms

of conclusion=oriented inquiry. In.maRy cases, this decision-oriented inquiry

has adopted, explicity or implicitly, the perspectives and perhaps even the

complete paradigms of one or more disciplines, but in other cases it is not

clear that any particular paradigm ha guide the inquiry. This lack of a

coherent framework or paradigm makes it even harder to integrate the results

of many studies of,educational knowledge utilization.



Ap_proaches_for_devetopment-of-educational-knowledge-utillzatfon-indfcators.

Identification and recognition of the various forms of inquiry, 'along with

analysis and evaluation of the biases, streniths, and weaknesses that are in-

herent in each can help greatly to make sense out of the mass (or mess) of
,0,14f

available data thattmight serve as knowledge utilization indicators. Unfortu-

nately, when our interests are directed toward identifying or developing knowl-

edge utilizations indicators that can be associated with units to be aggregated

to' local, state, or regional levels, we quickly discover.that there are very

few reliable indicators of any kind that are ava4lable or that can be easily

created.

Methodologically, there area three general approaches to collecting utili -.

zation data. These are: 1) start from the point of distribution(4fstributor-:

down), 2) start'with the ultimate user (user-up) or 3) start in the middle'by
.00

1*,tracing channels or mapping the flow of messages, products or services. Each

approach has its own set of.advantages and disadvantagei.

Distributor-down approaches. ibp typeof approach is often used to assess

usage or impact of particular products, programs, or services. Sales or service

records may be obtained from distributors (e.g., the ERIC Documerft and Reproduc,

.tion Service, a Regional Laboratory, a commercial publisher, an. education

information center) to ascertain volume of sales or services, geographic distri-

bution, type of user, and perhaps other information about how the product, pro-

gram, or service is being used. Among the problems encountered by this approach

'are: 1) inability to get the needed data from most distributors and 2)'.the fact

that a request or purchase doe% not necessarily indicate actual use since a pro-

duct or service maybe used by several, clients or may be purchased or requeited

and never used. Intensive follow-up studies of randomly selected samples of

-clients/purchasers/adopters can develop useful information about actual use and
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perhaOs even about client perceptions of benefits; however the first problem is

not so easily solved. Many, perhaps. most, distributors-- of educational'knowledge

dimply do not keep the kimds of records that are required to identify users,

eXrept occasionally by.addrets. Even in these instances, extensive manual

search of records at the distributors' offices is often required. One especial-

ly disquieting aspect of record keeping is that the quality of,product/service

records is highly correlated with the kinds of products/services that are pro-

vided. Butler and Paisley (1975), in site visits to 26 diverse educational

linkage programs found that those linkage programs that emphasized information

retrieval or publication services tended to keep extensive files on services

provided, number of publication units sent out, etc. However, programs that

emphasized informal, interpersonal contacts (e.g., between the staff of a

teacher center add its drOp-in clientele) tended to be skeptical of the value

of such record keeping and tended to evaluate their operations impressionitti-
.

cally on the basis of encounters with individual clients.

Our conclusion is that distributor-down approaches are workable if one is

willing, a) to do substantial follow-up work tracing and contacting samples

where adequ e records can be found and, b) to recognize that the types of prq-

ducts, programs, or services that are being traced for utilization data may be

peculiar and perhaps even highly biased samples of the more general classes

of products, programs or services.

User-up approaches. Utilization-studies that start with carefully seleke

samples of the ultimate user are able to overcome may of the problems inherent

in. top -down approaches. However,, there are respondent sampling problems, e.g.,
4.

should we include district level persohnel (e.g., curriculum coordinators)

building level personnel (e.g., principals, counselors or librarians), or class-

room personnel (e.g., teachers or instructional aides), or some combinations?



How many of each_tyPeArtiLl_be_needed_ta_develli_acceptable-preci.sibn-at the-

selected level(s) of aggregation (e.g., regional, state, local)?

here are several other problems that may make the bottom-up approach

difficu t. These include: 1) the high expense-of collecting sufficient data

to provide reliable estimates for joiver levels. of aggregation (e.g., state or

local levels), 2) the problems (and expelos) of overcoming, non- response biases;*

3) the problems of obtaining data clearance at federal, state, and even local

levels, ,().the very general problem that many ultimate users may not know very

much about the original sources of the knowledge they use oreven about signi-

¶icant intermediaries in a communication chain. This last situation may seri-

ottsly limit how far "up," or tow reliably one may be able to trace,the relation

between-knowledge source(s) and ultimate users. When the ultimate user relies

heavily on personal contacts or is exposed to many relevant information sources

"backtracking" can be difficult or even misleading. Moreover, in situations

where one's attention is in fact directed to the assessment of the user of.,

specific types of knowledge or specific knowledge services, this approach may

be highly inefficient, since typically, only a small fraction of any general

type of information audience may be exposed to (and-also aware of the message,

and source of) a partieillv communication. Despite these difficulties, the

user-up approach enjoys, at least potentially, the distinct advantage of deal-

ing with users i.n.their Work and information environment contexts. One is

thus less prone to find or believe that one source or service is sufficient to

meet the users needs or to account for attributed benefits.

* Without d§gressive and systematic follow-up, mail surveys of educational
practitioners may achieve only a 50 to 60 percent response rate. Field
surveys attain substantially higher. rates but at markedly increased costs
per respondent.

1>
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Start-in-the-middle approaches. Rather than focusing on specific distri-

butors who happlp to keep satisfacto

know very well where their knowledge

chanels in an effOtto map theflow

and receivers, e.g., by interviewing

change agents, or consultants, who knoW what products, practices, or programs are

in use, where they originated or were obtained, to whom they were passed, how j

ry records or on ultimate users who may.not

came from, one can focus on dissemination

of knowledge through a chain of senders

infermediaries,such as linking agents,

they are used, etc. The problems with this approach are that: 1) it is subject

knowledge-base, client-type, and response biases, 2) it requires substantial

"1%

1

trianguiation" among different intermediarpsources to the variouv
/

.Zmajor channels that may be conduits for particular user groups and'forvarti.
.

ki .cular purpose/problem-areas, 3) it requires substantial datOnterpretalNon _
.

.,. ' -.and 4) for the above reasons, it tends to be very -expthsive unless_confined to

limited dissemination and' utilization domains (e.6.',-specillc types'oil"tnter-

fI .-',J:- k.. '4.. /'

mediaries, types of subject matter conten 'or usA'problems,4y0b oru4ors).
,

. 4
cif'.; us

Mixed approaches. Because there arePrObleffis wpb ache` fthe-,aboie ap
- -,0

proaches, it 'seems likley that a knowledge uttlYzatio044es mentat c ores.,
aspects rof,Awo or all three of the above "aeprbachesprove to. be soplfior,

fs

to aq,one type of approach. For instance oge'mlght s_t t with a survey pf r .e.

,

ultimate users to -identify the major types d tries that, seem to be

relevant for specific clients andspeciftclpes ofloilowredge ilizItOncon-
'

...t. .,
texts (e.g., problems, purposes),. andtheh proceed to a,sprveykqf tile'se Oentifi 0 '-,,t,

, . - 4r- . r-
, - t ,

.14 ir:.

'r types of intermediaries who could provide further04q0iiia'60i-Oonotrning ftreir =''',-..
;,P .

own knowledge sources, their clients"; tfleir.c tors, etc. BOth.lasers-,and
,. 0 .... .w
i,, o j.

intermediaries could be querried_coggernteg
J
4apOliCationC4 rcefved,Impaci and,

. . . .. .

benefits, etc. Where more detailed,informattior we's require .)Oncbrning the'

. 7. '
.

i-
. .

. . t ; .

history, context,-or impact. of knowledge7use
)tane.qpul4

d use' eta ;from users

.

16 1
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and intermediaries' to,identify,and select specific use situations for more in-

. P

tensiveca e'studY. If these cases were selected randomly, projections to

defined:user-populations would;be,marranted.

The current reality. Currently most of our information about knowledge

utjlization is'extremely lfmitpd. There is a massive amount of annecdotal and

case study information,' but little of this information can beused to assess
. 0

systeMatically'how.any' fdrm of kn is used on a nationwide, regionwide,

,'or' even statewide basis. We can entify, in some cases, the users or sub-!
. .

ScrAers, of particular infoim tion publicationsler services. Occasionally

a

I : 4-

'these:pu$1.t0ers or service a encies:have conducted surveys of their subscribers

,or c len. s.:-.44oredver., in f w instances, such as the Evaluation of the Nai0on-'

DiffiltiOn Networks(Eerick,. terson, and Agarwala-Rogers, 1977) we are able

k

o identify pr pilb&s Ind kin

formation.OurCes depend

adopters by state and region. All of these

dist ibutor-down approach and are focused on onem

re of.limiied 04 es o products, programs or serviceS.----

hake urveys of users provide an alternate point of entry

ast0s5ng pXilizatiOh.' To our knowledge, n nationwide probability sampl-

reported on utilization by any geographic

4

satliej(KOAbe.eri conducted that

asis,.*- ,.

*- Mdst educatfonal ipformation use surveys have classified users.by.type of
.,49ency,:..posifion orfole. Due to costs involVed in sampling and in securing.
.ofear'ances, froT'educational officials in each state, many user surveys have

A4 sainpled.tates. and'then subsampled agencies-and persons in. selected states.
.Oue failure,to all states.and/or lack of sufficiently large samples to
affdrd reliatile.-estimatesat state levels or local levels of aggregation, datS

seii-at'these ilevels are rarely undertaken. The Education Market Study
d and Blackwell,. 1976, Vol. I, p. IV-56) did consider geographic region. ,

At-. 4.ftedtctor.of use 0f:several types of information squrces. When other.
keY-pedictor.variables were held constant, geographic location failed to add
OgnifIcantincremental prediction. Consequently, the effect of .geographic

.-1.0cat)ort5 aS.:notpursued further in this study. However, these data could be
-i'teagalyze develop crude state -level aggregates regarding practitioner
4fformoti erfor.most, but not allstates.

2

.6.1
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Many studies of educational knowledge intermediaries exist, e.g., Butler

and Paisley (1975) OnedUcation linkage prograMs; Katter and Hull (1976) on edu-

cation information services; Madey, Mojowtki, and Strang (197.7) on State [educa-

tion
.

agency] Capacity Building-Projec rick, Peterson, and Agarwala- Rogers

(1977) on NDN State Facilitators and Developer Demonstrators; Berman, McLaughlin,
.,. h-

et al, (1975, 1977) on federal and st'ate agency roles in supporting loc'al eOuca-:

tional change projects; the R&D Exc ange (1978) on the dissemination and techniCal

.

assistance activities Of.USOE Reg.-hi 1 Offices, state, and intermediate education1..

agencies; Lotto and Clark' (1978). on the dissemination and utilization roles of

schools,. colleges, and departments of education.* However, only a few of

these studies provide adeqUate information on user impact or benefit aside

from impressionistic appraisals offered by the intermediaries. Even.in those

instances where Utilization data exist most studies suffer one or more of the

following defects: 1) the" did not-cover the entire U.S., 2) the sample sizes
._.,

are tod small to provide reliable estimates of aggregate measures of utiliza-

tion 'at stite or local levels, 3) probabitlity sampling methods were not employed,

or 4) data collection methods were not sufficiently standardized or rigorousto

assure uniform measurement of all cases.**

94

* The, content of these several studies are summarized in Hood (July 1978) or
EmOck Ad Peterson (June 1978).

** Among tne,studies cited Emrick, Peterson, and Agarwala-Rogers (1977) comes
closest-to avoiding these defects, but it suffers from very small state-

level sample sizes.
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CONTEXT DIMENSIONS.

;

Conceptual mapping of the dimensions of context indicators presents

special problems thatiare different from thosekonfrohted'in mapping the pro-

duction, dissemination, or utilization domains. Selection of Context indica-

tors should be based on hypotheses concerning causal or explanatory variables

that may, be related to other types of indicators or to relationships among

indicators. In general, context variables should represent-ivar1/4ables, forces

or factors that may account for the distribution by geographtcal or education-

al sectors of quanity, quality; content, or.process characteristics, or other

activities of selected production, dissemination, or utilization (PDU) indica-

tors.

The following are some of the major categories of context variables that

may prove to be useful.

Individual population data. Population data on the numbers of persons.

(all persons in an area, school age groupS, ethnic groups, number of elementary

/

and secondary educati rischool staff, number of librarians, etc.) may be related

to PDU indjcators. Fo higher levels of aggregation, (e.g., USOE regions or

states) many of these population indicators are highly intercarrelated.* They

can serve as "proxies" for indicators that may be less accessible-(e.g., numbers

of university faculty that produce educational documentation; number of educa-

tional agency staff that serve as consultants; number of potential,"consumers"

or "users" of educational knowledge).

.

* It may be anticipated that at lower levels of aggregation (e.g., SMSA's), in
tercorrelations among population variables will be less. Attention to selec-
tion of appropriate population 'indicators (e.g., minorities, Ibulty in schools
of education in public universities) will then be important.
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Demographic characteristics of populations. These indicators are related to

population counts, and may be conidered as population data. Examples might

be the percentage of the population of an area that is minority, that has.com-

pleted high schools, that is below the poverty level, that is classified as

non,urban. 'Population density and distribution data mays also be relevantto PDU

indicators through their possible effect on social stimulation, communication,

or the time and costs required to obtain or deliver personal services.

Economic data. Capacity to support PDU activity may be related to the

economic resources of .a region or more directly to measures of the amounts

of these resources that are allocated to education or specific educatiOnal

sectors or activities. In some cases it may be desirable to adjust'economic

data for differences in cost of living or purchasing power in different areas.

-Adjustments-may also be needed data are aggregated over different time

periods.

Socioeconomic data. When population and economic data are considered to-

gether, various types of Socip-economic indicators may be considered. Indica-

tors,gf this type may be employed to exanfine issues of opportunity for access

or problems relating to different. 1 production or utilization.

Socio-political data. Conceivably, public opinion poll data, especially
_ .

if pertaining to educational issues; and other types of measures of socidkor

political activity might be related to factors supporting or inhibiting changes

or.innovations in schools or to the level and type of PDU'acV,vity. Specific

education-related activity of state legtslatures, boards. of education, or other

social or political bodies may also be relevant (e.g., a state position on mini2'

mal competency testing, or state-level support for local school improvement

programs).

I.



Educational agencies data. The numbers, types, characteristics, physical

locatibn, programs., services, fUhttiOns, staffing, and funding of educational

agencies such as local education agencies,"intermediate service agencies, state

education agencies, colleget and universittes, libraries and inforMation centers,

teacher centers, professional associations,,may have a bearing on PDU indicators.*

Implications for the Development of Contextual Indicators

This is perhaps the only one 'of the four indicator areas where there is

an abundancp of easily accessible data aggregated conveniently at state and

local levels,of aggregation. Federal sources for many demographic, social,

and economic contextual indicators include the National Center for Educational

Statistics, the Bureau of the Census, Bureau of Labor.Statistics, National

Center for Health Statjstics'and Statistical Reporting Service of the Depart-'

ment of Agriculture. Although there may be problems in obtaining data dis-

aggregated to state or local levels, other potential sources specific to edu-

cation include statistical data collected by educational associations,

American Council on Education, National Education AsSOciation, American

Educational Researdh Association; opinion polling firms, e.g., the Gallup

Poll; National Opinion Research Center; and various specific educational sur-

veys, e.g., National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP); the National

Ldngitudial Study of Educational Effects (Project Talent), NCES Surveys of

Educational Institutions, the NIE/NASSP Survey of Secondary School Principals,

the Bureau of the Census Current Population Survey (CPS)sand Survey of Income
0 .

and Education (SIE), the NEA Survey of the American Public School Teacher.

* When considering educational agency data the distinction between a context
indicator and P,D, or U indicators may depend on the specific situation,
e.g., the number of intermediate units in'a state might be used as ,a dissem-
ination structure, indicator or as a context indicator.
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Finally, there appears to.be some potential for reanalysis of some existing

data sets, e.g., the Evaluation Ofthe National Diffusion Network (Emrick,

Peterson, and Agarwala-Rogers, 1977) or the Education Market Survey (Hood,

Mick, and Katter, 1976).

v.
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EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSES

Can the conceptual framework presented above help in designing and inter-
,

preting studies of educational knowledge production, dissemination, and utiliia-
,

tion? We believe the answer is a definite, yes. The framework providbi a multi-
,

dimensional "sampling sptce" in which various.indicators (independent or de-

pendent variables) may be mappe0. When indicators are mapped this conceptual

sampling space, it often becomes apparent that only small part(s) of the space

are sampled, and often in peculiar densities. Sometimes it is possible to find

or develop additional indicators in order to provide better coverage of the

region that is undOl!consideration.. When this is not possible, one at least,

has some sense of probable limits for generalization of findings.

The framework can'also be quite useful in suggesting ways to refine aggizil

indicators%and in'considering ways to cross classify various types of in-

ors.,

The results of several lines of exploratory data analyses are described in
2

two recent EDSSP reports.

State'and regional analyses. Hood and BlackWell (1979) examined selected

state-level and region-level production, dissemination, and context indicators

to answer the following questions:

How are selected inthicators distributed among the states and
reOions?

What is the relationship among indicators within.sets? Can
more parsimonious factor scores,be created in order to reduce
the number of indicators within sets ?.

What is the relationship of fRdicators or indicator factor
scores across sets? More particularly, to what extent can
contextual indicators be used to predict or account for vari-
ation 'among states or regions in their knowledge production
or knowledge dissemination .indicators? Lfso, what do these
predictions tell Us? Perhaps as important where do.we fail
to predict? What new ijidicators are needed?



. Can these indicator§ be employed to create typologies of
states that may be useful for disseminaVon planning or
awalysis?

The data analyses.demonstrate that there are substantial and meaningful

differences among the. regions and'the states,:in the qtenities of educational.

reports and journalarticles that they produce, in the document seArch services

and repositories that are available, and in a variety-of human linkale and dis-
,

semination technical assistance services that are provided. States and regions

are also markedly different on4c-I;Contextual indicators. Factor analyses

produced a smaller number of contextual indicator factor scores that can be

employed to account for significant amounts of the between state variation in

all,ef thirteen knowledgesproduction and)dissemination indicators that'were

used in this exploratory study. Explained variances ranged from 15 percent to

79 percent. Educational system size and expenditures for education are especi-..

Oly powerful contextual factors that account for over 60 percent of the state
&

to-state variation in all indicators that are based on counts (e.g documents

produced, search services, JDRP 'approved projects). Other contextual factors

that add very modest increments of predictive variance, especially for quali-

tative indicators of dissemination capacity, include: 'presence and distribution

of intermediate service agencies and-teacher centers, population and school

-
system density,.andpopulatiOn change. Prediction tended to. be.best for document-

oriented dissemination services a d NpOrest for qualitative indicators such as

existence .orstatus of a SEA state issemination plan or an Identifitation,

Validation,. Dissemination (IUD) process. Some §pecific results based on multiple'.

regression analyses of data.fOr the 50 sates and the District of Columbia Are:.

Three contextual factors'', account for hetween state variation
.

in the number of RIE documents ,in ERIC that were produced in
each state. Size of the educational: 'system accounts for 66
percent of the covariance, educational expenditures adds. 9

. percent.:and population density adds 4ne percent.
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o Number of ERIC search. services available in each state are
'also predicted' primarily by size.(55%), and educational ex-
penditures (iii) but teacher centers;' intermediate service
cedters, andighater expenditure on education relative to
per capita income adda 'small increment (4%).

)

R&D Utilization Projel/iinking agent numbers are not strongly.
Predicted (32% c variance); the predictors include:
siie (16%), distribution of intermediate service agencies
(13%), educational expenditures (2%) and population increase

The report demOnstrates that indicators can be used to create typolOgies

of states on the basis of a) contextual factors or .110) dissemination structure

indicators. The'typologies, although based on completely independentlsets of

N

indicators, result in a similar typing of most states. The typologies appear

to be useful for selecting states for comparative case study. Analysis at the

regionallevel.indicates that th fen USOE regions also tend to-difer on many

of the same contextual, production, and dissemination indicators, thus suggest-

ing that there are major regional effects that operate either directly on edu-.

cational knowledge production and dissemination or on underlying contextual

factors.

Data base and metropolitan/rural area analyses. Paisley, Cirksena, and

Butler (1979) analyzed a,number of.indicators in two exploratory studies of

information equity,for five grOups (migrants, rural, women, disabled, and

minorities). .

The first study-examines the ERIC data base by cross-classification on

two dimensions, a),subject matter content and b) audience orientation (a sub-

dimension of the knowledge organization dimension):' The ERIC data base analy-

sis suggests that the literature pertaining to some groups may have less depth'

and breath, documentJor document, than literature pertaining to other groups.

The second equity isAues study examined the geographical distribution of

informatiQmprograms. The remarkable methodological aspect of this study is
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that it is based on 334 SMSA/Rural Areas and on 251 SMSAs.* Although extensive

census and educational statistical data are availablelt the SMSA level, the

ingeneous part of this study was the creation of a reference file of SMSAs and

rural area aggregates to which sets of,thredidigit postal l-ZIP prefixes could

be attribtted. Through the ZIP prefix, various data on information sources

users, ** colleges and Ainiversities, an ate capitals were fjxed as \o geo-

. AA.graphic location.

Among the interesting-findings are the following:

The influence of urbanism (also found by Hood and Blackwell
in-their,analyses statv and regional levels of aggregation)
is evident in the fact that larger numbers of resources and

/ users are found in larger cities. However, the presence of
colleges and the location of the state capital also accounts
for more information programs, more ERIC .collections and more
users among smaller SMSAs.

The proportion of resources and the proportjon.of,users are
not distributed in proportion to populations. It is in SMSA
larger than one million, where 56 percent of the total num-
ber of educational dissemination programs serve 41 percent
of the population, and in rural areas, where 11 percent of
the programs serve 27 percent of the population, that the dis-
proportion is 'greatest. However, 'the number of ERIC collec-
tions is proportionately greater than population on all SMSAs
smaller than one million. (The stronger correlation involv-
ing ERIC collections is not with population but with presecce

,of coil, s and universities.)

A sa sis of the distribution of women's resources shows
a marke ndency for these resources to be concentrated in
the larger SMSAs and for the majority of smaller SMSAs
rural areas to have no women's resources.

Multiple regression analyses shoW that 66.pereent of th
variance in the number of information programs in 334 SMSA/
rural areas is predicted by three variables. Number,Of users
alone accounts for 53 percent. Colleges and universities-

* SMSAs - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

** Users ifi this analysis are person residing in each SMSA/rural area r4ho were
,--identified in samples drawn from the mailing lists of five national informa--
,tion.programs.
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account for another 8 per cent and state capitals add 5 per-
cent. The fourth variable, urban size, adds nothing. When
only the 251 SMSAs are analyzed, the covariance rises to 72
klercent.

Predicton of the number of ERIC collections available in 334
SMSA/rural areas shows that.number of colleges/universities
in the area accounts for 60 percent of the covariance, and
number users add 8 percent. Location of state capital and
urbanism add nothing. When the 251 SMSAs alone are examined
numbers of users is the most powerful predictor, accounting
for 67 percent of the covariance, number Of colleges and uni-
versities adds another 10 percent and loCation of state capital
adds 2 percent.

o- Other studies. The EDSSP staff are pursuing or planning several lines of
/

investigation, including:

A. Further study of geographic distribution and relationships among

indicators at three levels of aggregation7-reglonal, state, and SMSAs.

. Further examination of data on the distribution of, and services pro-
, .

vided to, special populations (e.g., minoriiies, 'handicapped, geOgraph-

ically isolated).

C. Development of indicators of utilization, and examination of their

use as "dependent" variables in time series analyses of state by state

trends and.their causal determinants.

D. Development,.sind analysis Ofithe realiability of and use of subjective

indicators ( .g., judgemental ratings of.relativelyintangible quali-

ties,such as "dissemination leadershiR," or "technical effectiveness").

of more tailed predictive or causal models designed toDevel

accop orregionaf.or state Variance in dissemination or utilization
,

indictrs,

;Sensitivity adalysis of ,the st iii Jity of model parameter estimates.

G. Examination of residual or'iluqier cases to attempt to account for

,tfie reasons for poor fit between data and the predictive models.,

7



Most data and information.on educational knowledge production, dissemina-

tion, and utilization (KM) are found in specific researach projects, case

studies, surveys, or programoevalqations that are usually confined to well de-

fined and o ten limited areas of investigation, When'one attempts to organize

the findingsf from these several sources within a comprehensive conceptualization

of KPDU the e are difficulties in establishing the boundaries of the area of

investigation or the most important organizing parameters.or dimensions that

should be considered. Moreover, efforts to synthesize findings of various edu-

cational KPDU,studies are seriously hampered because we lack an acceptable

framework for establishing similarities and differences along significant dimen-

sions ot% for determining how adequately various dimensions are represented.

And we have no good basis for indentifying major gaps in the field of knowledge
iti

of KPDU. Finally, we run the risk of overgeneralizing from results that may

infact pertain to very limited KPDU areas.

These, problems beset anyone who attempts to make sense of, or act on,

existing knowledge pertaining to educational KPDU. They are partiCularly ex-

acerbating to those who attempt to develop aid interpret KPDU indicators.

There are many disciplines, paradigms, .perspettives, theories, models, ,

and other conceptual systems for viewing educational KPDU.* Given the immense

complexity of this field, we view this diversity positively, and see no hope or

need for achieving one overarching, conceptual framework that would replace or

* Pertinent references have been cited throughout this paper. For comprehensive
. overviews with discussions see: Havelock (1969), Rogers and Shoemaker (1971),
Gross, Giacquinta and. Berstein (1971), Havelock and Lingwood (1973), Short
(1973), Shashkin, et al (1973), Galser, et al (1976), Nash and Culbertson
(1977), Zaltmap, Florio, and Sikorski (1977), andHood and Cates (1978).
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intdrgrate all others. However, thjre is need for some kind of a taxonomic

scheme to aid in sorting out and lrganizing the empirical contributions of

the various theories, models, disciplines and paradigms that have been or might

be employed, and for organizing other data that have no apparent conceptual

framework.'
Vr.

The framework offered in this paper represents an initial attempt to iden-

tify some txonomic dimensiops that seem to organize most powerfully and prac-

tically the many facets of educational KPDU. The dimensions that have been

presented are listed schematically in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5

DIMENSIONS OF EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION AND UTILIZATION

KNOWLEDGE
BASE

DISSEMINATION
STRUCTURES

UTILIZATION
rSETTING & OUTCOMES

,-KPDU

CONTEXTS

Subject Matter Level Resource Type Population
Content (Repeats Knowledge Data

Base (Setting) Base; Dissemination
Structure Outputs)
Form Services Provided .o Demographic
Formality User Type Characteristics'
Formats

p Collectipns
Focus of Services Organizational

Situational
Client Interface Personal Socioeconomic

Organization Data
Tangibility Source of Initiative Purpose
Interactivity

'4*
Separability
Audience-
orientation

!Arfii-puts

Structures

Scale, Scbpe,
& Complexity

Sociopolitical
Data

Strategy, Tactics
Basis Outputs & Methods Educational
Disciplined- Agency
inquiry -I, Contexts .[Methods of Data

Sponsorship Inquiry]
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Please note that these particular

r

e

dimension's have,been seldcted-on tht",have

basis of theE ability o organize the complete domain-bf oeaucati al Kplu,,lJ.
..

.

110
. -( , ''' ; it., '''data. Other conceptual ameworks may be far more useful forr'Ruesuing specific-

lines of inquiry within a particular paradigut. Hence, we-are noi Suggeetidg .

.
.

that this framework is anything more than a relatively,c6mprehenSive djmehsiodL:

al taxonomy that may be useful for organizing KPDU data or for planning the %

oa

e

scope of new studies.

Each of the first three sets of dimensions (for knowledge base, dissem-

ination structures, and utilization settings and outcomes) are self-contained,

consequently there are. some partial redundancies across the dimensional sets.

Note that the full Set of knowledge baSe dimep ions may be considered in

analysing the ';'Input" resources, of the dissemination structures set, and for

analyzing the "Resource Types" of the utilization set. The dissemination set

and the utilization set are double linked, since analysis .of "Output" of the

dissemination set may incorporate all of the dimensions of the utilization set,

while the "Resource Type" of the utilization set reflects the client's view of

the dissemination structures' "Client Interface"and its "Outputs." Although

these-linkages exist, the redundancies are not complete, e.g., the "Outputs" of

one or even several dissemination structures may not equal the full set of Resource

Types of a particular utilization setting; the knowledge base that exists nationally

is not the same as the base that is accessible to a particular dissemination service"

or a particular client group. For these reasons, we have deliberately-retained

overlaps in the dimensional sets.

Note also that this entire set of dimensions focuses primarily on dissem-

ination andon utilization. TM knowledge production system is represented only

I
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n terms of Its knowledge base outputs.* Thecten dimensions associated with

sseMination tructures appear to be the most complete', holier the five di-

or
. mensional classes of the utilization set encompass many complex sub-dimensions.

.

'In various places throughout this paper we, have given.examples of how,analy-

sis in .terms of these dimensi9s can inform us concerning our knowledge of educa-

Alone KPDU. For example, most of our detailed informatgon about the e 'onal

knowledge base refers only to the more formal types of documents and aterials

that are indexed by national information systems, We know very litt e about

the content of knowledge that is communicated orally of informally. 'lthough

we know a great deal about the wide variety of kinds of educational Dissemination

services, we have very little comprehensive information about the ationwide

distribution of most non-library services. In the utilization domain, we en-

counter a similar situation, in which several lines of inquiry have produced a

rich mass of desciptive information, but aside from relatively superficial sur-

vey data, we lack any kind of accurate nationwide indicators of educational

knowledge utilization.

Despite these major problems concerning the availability of KPDU data,
I .

exploratory studies stiggest that it is possible and useful to develop and

analyze KPDU indicator data at three levels of aggregation: regional, state,

and local. The dnsional taxonomy simply reminds us that there are sometimes

i?
severe limits on ourLability to generalize KPDU findings.

* Note that there is no explicit point of input from dissemination or.btiliza-
tion to the knowledge base because this is an incomplete set that considers
only the outputt part of knowledge production rather- -than the entire produc-
tion process.
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APPENDIX A

yr'

RESEARCHER-ORIENTED STUDIES OF EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE COMMUNIZATION:AND UTILIZATION

-40

'InforMation concerning kpowledge utilisation by educational R&D personnel,

Y.,: comesvialariTyfrOmtwo.souryses.of formal and informal communication*4'...

, . .

. ..

Vehavior.of educational researchers; and:user reeds studies which ha0 treated
. .., .

educational j-esearcbers as one of several-subgroups. With a few excOtions;?.- --,----.----- or
1..

..., .

the 'focut has been on rftsearcfiers, as opposed! clever° 'ent,,dissemination,
14,

or evaluation persOnnel. "Mortover,' our informati n i ypically biaied toward ...

Ao
the more aetive.researchersibo-publish and tend nationallfietings.* Although

a substantial body of.research on information ee s and use exists in areas
.

.such as. science, engineering; and psychology, data, regarding communication and

Informatfon useswitfiin educational R&D is relatively recent aershilder, 1970;
a

Nelsbh, Garvey, and On,1970; Nelson, 1970; 1972a, 1972b; Short, 1973).

The.picture 'of i'nforsmation flow,that haS Uegis to' emerge isgenerally Simi

lar to that produced.by other.studies.in the social sciences (e.g.'; 5rittain,

1470; APA, 19631 Lin, Garvey, and, Nelson, 100). ',These studies, which focus

cM,ffli on annual professional meetings and formal publjdations; prdvide the

following characterization:
4

1 1. The scientific communtcati6n tem in education does-not ,

differ greatly'f5pm"other disciplines but it does s-seem to, --
embrace much morearidoM information'eREFange.

-. ii,
. , .- . .

i .-
lk TS Nike t of tht$ unknownlut may be gauged-Very roughly,by delta_

sent kin the .Oregon Studies in7ducational RaD&E /Shalock", et al, pages ,

1 shOtthat,40,percelit of prifessio041 RDDRElprOject',persorinel.had
blis d at all, and anbther 21 'peke had published.no more thap".three

tfesi lgit.than.hTI of these RbD&E:perso belonged.to .any, professional
#sS latfcirgrn

. ,

.,

.



2: The interval between inception of work and 14kentation at
t a national, meeting. i s generally longer -in the gatial sciences

than inthe physical sciences. Ned0y three years ,elapse 7
between inception of work and journal,'prIsexitation; and, - ' =

A

3.

another year. or two may elapse before the-.iiitit `indeXet,1-
and "rev i ewed. Consequenour latest edge. prodrict on.indicators may be reflectirrresearcti4rk that, on -ttie:;7,aVer--z.
age, was comineliced four or five yearffirevioUsly.

.The informal network associated witk-iiremeeting.andp 4,137

ication information exchange is poorlY structured,.;e:46,[;,::
on 40 percent of ;authors publishing in selyen core. edu6
tiii401-4retearch joatiialsIdistributed preprints and4only.
.percent had made oral. reports on:the*,contents of their
nal 'articles. These prepublication exchange ratisII:tOt*f
cation researchers are among ..thellowest. of all di's64100S.
_that have been 'studied. - :0?. . 44i

4. The formal public 4iion sjfsteM in education ik-extfer9
diffuse. CIL1E -indexes 'Over. 700 periodicals.,e.,-St4le.,

read 18-to g0-journal's to C: per one-ftlY the' jOCirtigs.4Cii°41,
ht''Carnot Nelton- ard, others 's wthat krebdetortuUllikitrefo:'...,.

for researcfr reported at 11Eliik -annual' ineeti)igs. . TheAttitrffal'i:''.. 1 iteeat ate in_ education is ,typifild Oy are4rtio1,0 --whipitili:i:f,e-:;.."
port's t he. 'f,ves'ul tS of a sing-le st(4.k.y. done, by an,'a 4i1,0r-*01,.

:never pUbl fshed anything el se in,'ithe a -'' :Al thoU41-1_Vere
is evidence fe,inuch tighter .Comilitimjea off: among pirSI,Stt,,,,x
,active researchers- In .the "sake, ttea," most: of thCeepatiattel,
'research literature i s produced 151',,individual'sf.oper 160 , aT.,
Most-completely independenV of ao$6' informal ,cOriOgnioiAtitin .

.with °they; linvestigatorS. l!P.7': ' ' ... -' ;:4;,c;s',i'-'

St=udies of informati use during the AZonduct ,oVan- educa-
tional research project (see immediately below) suggest- that

N, external sources -.of information pre not often sought durin9
the planning stageso and hat most Infoillnation seeking is
confined to the. lattr analysis and report Vreparation _stages.

0

These studies iiiggest that the great majority of', butknot all,
educational' researchers' operate in poorly structured 'communi,
cation environments that apparentlX do not strongly support
or encourage'effective knowledge ization during project
planning stages or effective communication of results on
project completion. -..

TiNelson and Wickoff (1973) provide

-and sources used 'as a fun.ction Ofitype

260 authors who had ifublished ,iri' seven

a detailed picture of information needs

of research ctivities as reported by
i

"core" educational research journals'

over a, 26 month period. This study of infQnnation'use in' educational research



is among the most Comprehensive to be undertaken in this area The stages of

research-an trthe percentage of tithe's that the authors stated that they especially

needed and-sought information beyond their own knowledge at that stage in their

Asearch are displayed in Table A-1..

TABLE A-1
, :7

/Ai'

USE OF INFORMATI04,DURING:THE CONDUCT OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT

-
p.

.a

_ -

Stage of Research

Preliminary Planning

Preparation of Proposal

Conceptual Panning

Apparatus Design Planning

/Study Design Planning

Other Mann!

4Caltbration, Pretesiting etc.

Preliminary. E5perientation,
Field Trials, or MOckups

,

C011ectiOn of Data

Analysis of Results A

Interpretation'of RIpultS

Preparation of Report

Proportional Use (%)

20.0 Planning

' 8.9

7.4

18:2, Collection

24.1" AnalysiS

37.7 Reporting



The potential value of the classification of information need by stage, of
:. .

sh7,1,
.

,

t , research is clearly evidenced in thi'S-table which indicates that only a fifth

ti

of information these 260authors'Sought was requihd during research plan-
.

46

ning stages, whereas over sixty percent-of the information was sought during

an4lyis.or report preparation stages:- jhe-Nelson and Wikoff study also indi-

cates that educational researchers encounter a wide variety of, information needs.

See Table A-2. 11Note that percentages reported in Table.A-2 exceed 100 because

thesame information seeking acttvity -may be classified as meeting,more than one

class of information needs.) The NelSon and Wikoff study also provides several
ik

cross classifications (e.g., information need as a function of stage of research;

infermation source as a functC of stage of 'research).

TABLE A:2

.AUTHOR'S INFORMATION NEEDS
Alk192)

ormation Needs

Perceptionor definition of probleni

Formulate scientific or technical solution

,Place work in proper context with similar work

4
.r

Relate work to ongoing wofk..

Select design strata ata c011ection,.
-***

Select data gatheringechilik

Design equipment offap aratU5

OKose data analysis 't hniquE

Enable intrepretation data

Integrate findings into curift
knowledge, in .area

, .

state of

Percent *

38.5

28.1

47.9

43.8

29.2

A4
16:7

34.4

32.8

38.5>

* ReTiint totals more tharl 10.91,since tie same inforMatiotowsearch may be

asgitiated with more. than one need.



APPENDIX .8 ,

PRACTITIONER - ORIENT ,STUDIES OF INFORMATION NEEDS'AisaUSE

In general; the infor,Ttionutilization behavior Of practitioners and of

other types of educational'grouliS has not been studitd as closely as that of

educational researchers. Howeyer a number of studies are available (Mersel,

1966, Hood arl Hayes, 1967;, rness, Vttenhouse, and Heald, 1968; White,

1968; Klfmer969; ac 4970'. Ft. tenhousei 19704:197ft, INFROSS, 1971;

Migisot!,1971;- d Wangerc _et al., 1972;
t

4
j) .A2Ste iter, 9712sA -,and(BlackWelli'1976; Hood, Mickand

hou

npl

p-entpl,stt

Mar'
pert staff . s

.,Ifereof posft ?ns
ferent .t ions
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needs:.

''`4411!

ng an

;

.

ipl ttSi questio
.

. .

can be-a

e

4rg'.(t.g., tent!

9overnAn
Plait man tuiff

roles 1.,y,

eat

cpcounter

Vere conducted for many different pur-

)and types of_analyses, some

ed namely:

instrmetjonal sup
groups):ocoiipy dif-
t.roles. These dif7
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formation

C,

419
-dgcl ion-

find
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he Aa

A .taVI"P
of en that r.i t s di

, ormot,presented

4.34101.

Ft relatively all amounts:'-
a14, highly dive se body of in=
afire seriouily, restricted time

cO mpoundingathis vrobLein is
oractionershave had relattyelpTittle

in informatiOrr search and retrieval. Mure-

an3 th.'4

Dt0 .6)7'1'044
R&C.Hitaerfi, ;i
un.E.4tita61
und. '66d

geh pr
of filOtt
f mat i oii
o gatnertp

f4t.tha
'formal dia'nin

ost

overt the.or9aniza ional,.soCial,-and,culturAl systems of .

,most educ4tfionalpractioners_ftovIde relatilly few rewards

. 1



for.highty4y tema
inforsat on; hence
csiltsz cpw.

A

OnerA)4y,_ he °l cal, easily accessible sources. (people in
organiz tion, notes or files: in own office, personal
rary, joeals, newsletters; memos and correspondence)

are'the o fre vent used sources. 'Contacts (facerto-
,face or by t ephone . With people in' other organizations

NeAt come, More-Ipmal information sources (library
or resource center in own organization; of ice, department
or organization files). Conventions, pro ssional associa-Ø
tion meetingsAd workshops, seminars an graduate courses

I are much less frequently used. TeXtboces, reference book*,
anti. cprriculum materials are frequentlf used by all practi-
Itioners directly concerned with instruction, but are far
less frequently-used by other types of educational groups.
Technical reports; libraries; resource centers, or .informa-
tion'servcces th.it are. not, close by, and abstracts, indexes
and biblio r phie
user grou

'Within this
different sour

---,to the individ
tend 'to be more frequent users of:AWaries, textbooks, and

',curriculum materials and, relativi to other educational
'groupo., less frequent users of interpersonal sources (face-

t to7faCt diScussions and telephone -Calls). Administrators,
WcontraSe, Make substantialu0e of all interpersonal
sources aRghOre'al§o heavy mmirs of Memos, correspondence,

igan.ization files.. Governance grows
'and;stat4tschool board members, state' legislatO?s",,4e,

U.S. Congressighaides) display great:-similarity in sources
not mged,frequentlr(e.g., abstracts, indexes, and biblio-.
graphies; mater41s; personal-library; conven-
t ions and Priofessional..meetihgs). .

6. With. a few exceptions, educational practioner's ith maloOfei-
,

tjy different work activities, requiring different types of
information and with markedly different.preferekes for
types of sources, display many similarities in the reasons
they.give for their preferences for the differenbsources
they use. :Regardless of the typeof_source preferred, most
practitioners are li441Y to turn to this source betause the
source: 1) js likely to 'have the wanted information, 2) is
near at hand or esily,aCcessible, 3) is responsive to the
individual4s particularjroblem or question, .4) is easy to
use, and 5) is usuallyalikita0e when needed. Wcontrast
among the 1,eaSt impvtant characteristics of a preferred
source is that, t, is).objective, impartial, not Wasdd;
is free or-inemensive; Or is. complete or comprehensive..

B-

a.

c s rch external source of
mbti ion ing-and use is tYpi-

-1.-vuor

used much.less frequently by most.
7111, "- g

.

pattern of relativraquency,Of uselyf
here'are.signifiCantAifferences, according
,,pasition or toleInstrUctianal staff

4;

ro

4,



if,,
% *

,

. .''.5,.*

. Among different educational information:user positions ttiere

are,statistIcally significafit differences in need for :informa-
tion for different purposes, thus confirming a possibly,ob-

diiious_assumptiOn_that different_kypes of users would-have
fferent purposes for seeking information. However, des-

pite these significant differences, a strong general pattern
tends to characterize most user, rgroUps. Overall, the' purpose
which shows the, greatest n4.10.for hfOrmation is keeping -.

aware of developments and activities
n to find specific
duration. The sec-

lto

and most important.is need for informc
answers to questions arising in relatton the ilidividuals

. own work. Identifying new sources of assistance for improve-

. ing ones own work and developing alternative approaches to _..

solving problems are also relatively high in need for infor-
'mation. By contrast, most practitioner . user groups have
onlyAfoderate or small nee for information in order to.pre-

10)IP

parertleports'articles, or eeches. ''.

, .

'Aside from general inforwation about relative frequency of
;use Or users' ratings of fmportance °lg.ration for dif-
ferent purposes, wehave relativeiy litinformatton con-
cerning actual use or benefit. The Eda041kInformation
Market'Study (Hood and Blackwell, 1976) based oliffield in-
terviews with 137 key edgpational informal n-uSeas,:repre-
.senting 18 different educational

pi
soles,a.

40 communities roughout.the U.S:, tilg4,'
viewed are heavily engaged in alimpanding
infofmatign and spend bstantial amoun

o-responding to such req ests. Wilen,ask 'AU.
tiCularkmajor task' op y completed p s x,

.
in which they wera:4 etting:in ormation they'.....%_,.

. really needed -"or '°*' ,-'' .-indiiated that the prime`'
.,,, '-ssah_fl

r mary end use was tO, "finding to .others;
-4 another 27 percent ii.p. ation irite...a.,.,11,,,

larger communicatibn00- ' percent applied the
information in some ,;- °Weyer, over 90 percent'
said tbey passed this critid* ;in dent" tnfqrmation on to
others;Zof those passing it 60, 26 percent passed *Along
to oth400 as is, 38 percent summarized it, 30.percent inter-

.

ipreted or evaluatethit, and,6.g,nt4gave .reinses. that
could not classified. t,W-4- .

4....

over
-

inter-
.folW

ser,grodps differ both in ,he er of'persons that come
o ,,t4em for information and\in,h4kithey transbfirm informa-
tionthat they Orovide'to others. leachers etimaie that
less than a hundred perssappeeyear come to ftiem seeki
information, school prin4lpals average two hundred,,rsons
a year, state and local educatton agency staff ort an
'average closer.to eight,or-nine hundre4ipersons ayear,
while state, and local schbol board memeers aver ge bet en

four and fiveAWN persons: a year Soho '1 15r s

)e
(and U.S, CongreWorkal aides) interpret or valuate nearly
all the "critical incident".irkfrhation th y provided to

.

1
, ,

1
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others."' Other groOs which tend to interpret_ or..at,least
summarize much of the, information they provide"to others in-
clude: college of education faCulty, state agency staff,
infarmation_center__staffsor*v_isors_of=i-nstructi on-and - -
school district staff. Amo)g,:tfe gr4oupAwith greater prop-
ensitY to pass information king,tO" ottWs "as is" are specAal-
interest group representati,Ves, interned-late unit staff, ,,

legislators, and state agency dis*seminationvid infor-
mation staff: Perhaps the major Sigatficance of these data
are that, the infomation requester:may not ,tbe, and most
probably is Snot, the ultimate end user.

I 2/ ` ,

9. Reg,arding ulitmate end use, the Pilot State DeMostration
Program (Sieber, Louis, and Metzger, 1972.)" at least provides
a rough index of utilization based on 6:..,),client,requests
in the three PSDP states. Approximatel 0 percent could
identify no specific use or few benefits derived from the
information that was delivered. 'The remaining 40 percent
i,dentified some use; but only. even percent could identify,-

,a speciffc practice or progr that-was implemented, 14 per-
ent identified other genera uses (e.g.., planning or proposal
wniting) and also 'chesticed a higher than median number of ad- , 0......., .-- -4y-

: . ditional ways in wPITOrtheinformatiOn or assistance helped' --4e..-i; I the Among the most friecibent, bengfits,tited by PSDP clients .4.-

d are the' following4 --_,..:. ' -: : .., ., 4 4'.'
''' 't!=:=

I''(51i) I learned something .new ,,;.1,. ,. ,,,- - -

(51%) 'It gav me new resOurCes, fo.khelping other> staff members
(38%) It provided [one of four jtic pdfil ti befits
(34%) It made ply job easier. - _

(30%) It helped'''.With aqtadinini tive problem
(29%) ft improVed my skT-11v,,.: -41' '"'K: .-

(26%) It helped in preparing a ct, i'eport; or. article
(21%) It helped me to Wave ,greatee.self canfidence .. '

(19%) It helped Me. develop ..instructional Packages. ...-
:-:,

..

10. Most practitioner display ,an,annual : Cy,c1 e ofFN.,..rmation
use ctreesponding to the sAciblr' Cal endar. Mor need.'
rises'AliarPrY in September, drops off slowlY fpilii .galrr,
rises again in January, and is al average lev0P1.104:7,.;ility,,..
Needs, in June, July, and August are about, halr:00V;101:4f.14.:,
remainder of the year Other calendar cicles ei6st.::YOrr1..- :'7,i',.,
legislative and, fiscal activities, but thes yclas are iibf::',4.
well dOcumented. ,-


